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Abstract 

Mobile devices with embedded sensors have become commonplace, carried by billions of people 

worldwide. Their potential to influence positive health behaviors such as physical activity in 

people is just starting to be realized. Two critical ingredients, an accurate understanding of 

human behavior and use of that knowledge for building computational models, underpin all 

emerging behavior change applications. Early research prototypes suggest that such applications 

would facilitate people to make difficult decisions to manage their complex behaviors. However, 

the progress towards building real-world systems that support behavior change has been much 

slower than expected. The extreme diversity in real-world contextual conditions and user 

characteristics has prevented the conception of systems that scale and support end-users’ goals. 

We believe that solutions to the many challenges of designing context-aware systems for 

behavior change exist in three areas: building behavior models amenable to computational 

reasoning, designing better tools to improve our understanding of human behavior, and 

developing new applications that scale existing ways of achieving behavior change. With 

physical activity as its focus, this thesis addresses some crucial challenges that can move the 

field forward. 

Specifically, this thesis provides the notion of sweet spots, a phenomenological account of how 

people make and execute their physical activity plans. The key contribution of this concept is in 

its potential to improve the predictability of computational models supporting physical activity 

planning. To further improve our understanding of the dynamic nature of human behavior, we 

designed and built Heed, a low-cost, distributed and situated self-reporting device. Heed’s 

single-purpose and situated nature proved its use as the preferred device for self-reporting in 

many contexts. We finally present a crowdsourcing system that leverages expert knowledge to 

write personalized behavior change messages for large-scale context-aware applications. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Mobile computing devices such as smartphones, smartwatches, and fitness trackers wearable 

devices are carried by an ever-increasing number of people, and provide an unprecedented 

opportunity for enabling applications that improve people’s lives. Such devices are outfitted with 

sensors that enable them, with appropriate software, to be context-aware. That is, we can build 

systems that understand the actions of users and situations they are in, which in turn allows 

applications to deliver functionality that is highly personalized and situation-relevant.  

Wide adoption of mobile smartphones equipped with sensors, GPS, camera, and Bluetooth 

detectors has enabled software companies, as well as researchers to leverage these devices to 

understand the actions of users and the situations in which they find themselves. Some 

commonly used applications include Google search personalizing its search to the physical 

location of the user, or Apple’s Siri, when asked about the gas station, being able to find the gas 

station that is open now and closest to the user. Taking a step forward, the Google Assistant 

service on Android devices can proactively provide the information that might be useful for the 

user. For instance, based on the location, nearby traffic and the current time, Google Assistant 

can estimate the time when the user should leave for the airport. Similarly, The Nest thermostat 

is able to proactively change the temperature of the user’s home based on many different 

contextual features including user’s presence, time of day and activity history. 

This widespread adoption of such “smart” systems has made computing increasingly closer to 

the era of ubiquitous computing envisioned by Mark Weiser (Weiser 1991), where 

heterogeneous computing devices respond to users’ context and activity. An important aspect of 

such a computing environment is context-awareness, which refers to the ability of computing 

devices to adapt their behavior to sensed context and users’ behavior.  
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As the venues for human-computer interaction are diversifying, designers of context-aware 

applications are looking at solving important challenges in many different domains including 

Health and Sustainability. While the use of fitness trackers and health accessories are growing, 

their effectiveness is in doubt (Goasduff and Pettey 2012). Data indicates that 50% of customers 

stop using their fitness tracking devices after six months of buying (Ledger and McCaffrey 

2014). The dearth of a theoretical bases for building mobile applications for everyday use might 

be one of the reasons for such failure (Herrmann and Kim 2017). Although health researchers 

have explored and studied a wide range of strategies and interventions to promote physical 

activity, development of a more effective intervention to promote participation in regular 

physical activity remains an important challenge for researchers, clinicians and health 

authorities.  

Identifying correlates and determinants of physical activity is critical for the development of 

effective programs and policies. Much research has been done towards understanding cognitive, 

social, and environmental influences on physical activity behavior (Bauman et al. 2012). 

Variables such as attitudes, intentions, outcome expectancies, social support, recreational 

facilities have been observed to have a modest association with physical activity in adults (Trost 

et al. 2002). What has been lacking is the knowledge temporal patterns in activity context. These 

could be useful in promoting physical activity. Recently, it has been found that factors such as 

perceived environment (Hekler et al. 2012), affective state (Dunton et al. 2014), social and 

physical contexts (Dunton et al. 2007) have been shown to have a strong effect. In line with the 

recent research efforts (Hekler, Michie, et al. 2016), the goal of this research is to fill the gaps 

where existing theoretical frameworks of behavior change are lacking. 

This research delves more deeply into the potential use of context-aware systems for Health and 

Behavior Change. In this section, I first outline our vision of the higher-level architecture of a 

context-aware behavior change system. The system, at a higher level, consists of three main 

steps- gathering context, modeling behavior and generating a personalized intervention. 

Following this high-level description, I will describe some of the key challenges in the latter two 

steps, that will remain as the focus of the rest of the dissertation. 
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Vision of Context-Aware Systems for Behavior Change 

This subsection presents an abstract context-aware system with the goal of highlighting the key 

challenges. In the literature, the phenomenological view of context treats human activity as an 

ongoing process of interpretation where the interaction between context and action shape each 

other (Dourish 2004). On the other hand, seeking a more operational definition, the positivist 

perspective defines context in terms of objective representations that form attributes of a 

computational system (Bauer, Newman, and Kientz 2014). This point of view aims to support 

the development of computational systems and thus is more relevant to our current discussion of 

the vision of context aware system for physical activity promotion.  

When seen from the positivist point of view, Dey et al. 2001 provided a broad definition of 

context that incorporates other narrower definitions (Dey, Abowd, and Salber 2001):  “Context is 

any information that can be used to characterise the situation of an entity. An entity is a person, 

place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, 

including the user and applications themselves. (Abowd et al. 1999)” Following this definition, 

Dey et al. 2001 defined context-awareness of system as “a system is context-aware if it uses 

context to provide relevant information and/or services to the user, where relevancy depends on 

the user’s task. (Abowd et al. 1999)” 

For software systems, researchers have proposed many life cycles of context (Perera et al. 2014). 

For instance, Ferscha et al. 2001 proposed a lifecycle which begins with sensing, then data 

representation, then rule base and then actuation. (Ferscha, Vogl, and Beer 2001). In another 

system, Bernardos et al. proposed three steps in such a system: context acquisition, information 

processing, and reasoning and decision (Bernardos, Tarrio, and Casar 2008). Inspired by such 

systems, we describe a context-aware system to comprise of three main steps (Figure 1) – data 

acquisition, context management and generate a personalized intervention.  

Data Acquisition 

We now have a large number of sensors deployed in mobile devices. Moreover, due to the 

growing popularity of household internet connected devices, such numbers are predicted to 
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increase drastically over the next decade (Sundmaeker et al. 2010). Such deployment of sensors 

generate big data about user’s context (Zaslavsky, Perera, and Georgakopoulos 2013). The 

usefulness of this data for any application will depend upon the techniques develop to analyze, 

interpret, and understand it. The research in context-aware computing applications has focused 

on solving these very challenges of potential applications. With a large amount of data being 

collected from many sensors dedicated to each user, one main challenge that arises is the lack of 

a solution that addresses aspects such as device management, interoperability, platform 

portability, and security and privacy (Perera et al. 2014). Although these aspects are very 

important, the challenges scoped in this dissertation do not relate to sensor data aggregation. Our 

focus remains on the latter two aspects of the system. 

Context Management 

Context management step is associated with the steps of the lifecycle where sensor data is 

modelled and represented in a meaningful way. During this step, more context features might be 

computed from other, lower-level contextual data. Researchers have used this distinction 

between sensed data and derived data to categorize context as well (Perera et al. 2014). Perera et 

al. 2014 identified primary context as that data which is received directly from a sensor (e.g. 

GPS coordinates as location information). Secondary context is any information that is computed 

from other contexts (e.g. distance between two sensors calculated from their GPS coordinates). 

Alternatively, Schilit et al. 1994 categorized context into three conceptual questions of Where 

you are (gps, location names, etc.), Who you are with (people present near the user), and what 

resources are nearby (nearby objects and services) (Schilit, Adams, and Want 1994). An ideal 

context management system may utilize a combination of such schemes.  

Once context has been gathered, machine learning techniques such as logical rules, supervised 

learning, unsupervised learning, and fuzzy logic are leveraged to make decisions on the collected 

data. Such techniques are especially useful in contextual reasoning when there is a large amount 

of sensed data and contextual features. Using behavior modelling approaches, high level 

behavior patterns such as routines may also be inferred (Banovic et al. 2016). 

Intervention Generator 
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The user-interaction offered by the system can determine the level of context-awareness of a 

system (Barkhuus and Dey 2003). Barkhuus and Dey 2003 identified three levels of context-

awareness- personalization, passive context-awareness, and active context-awareness. A system 

may personalize the content it provides based on the preferences or context of the user, for a 

physical activity promotion application, if the user has been sedentary for a while at work, the 

system may send a message to the user encouraging her to stretch. A system may also be 

passively context aware, when it monitors the context information and offers recommendation to 

the user when the user wishes to interact. An example of this could be a navigation app which 

suggests nearby gas station when requested by the user. Finally, a system may be actively context 

aware if it automatically takes actions based on contextual reasoning. A typical example for such 

a system is a smart-thermostat which constantly monitors environment temperature to set 

heating/cooling of the air-conditioner. 

The user-interaction offered by the system is largely determined by the intended application of 

the system. For physical activity promotion, such applications may be motivational, i.e. it may 

motivate the user to be more physically active by sending personalized content like quotes, or by 

nudging the user to set physical activity goals to be accomplished, or by presenting visualization 

of user’s physical activity data. The interventions that personalize the content usually depend on 

computational logic (machine learning, rules, etc.) to figure out the right content for a user.  

Challenges of Designing a Context-aware System for Physical 
Activity Promotion 

In this thesis, I will contribute to the literature supporting the design of context aware systems for 

physical activity promotion in three main ways.  

Better models need better understanding of specific behaviors 

First, I will argue that our current theories about behavior are limited for building effective 

context-aware systems for physical activity promotion (Chapter 2). I will posit that there is a 

need to improve the predictability of computational models to support planning of physical 

activity. In chapter 3, I will present a qualitative study that supports the notion of sweet spots, a 
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phenomenological account of how people create physical activity plans. This work posits that the 

notion of sweet spots increases the predictability of computational models that support creation 

of actionable plans.  

Better understanding of behavior need better tools to support researchers 

Second, in order to gain a deeper understanding of people’s behavior, researchers need the right 

tools that provide rich data about people’s behaviors within their temporal context. Experience 

Sampling Method, an approach involving frequent self-reporting prompts has been commonly 

used to get a deeper understanding of people’s behaviors. Towards improving this method, in 

Chapter 4, I will present the design space for using single purpose devices for experience 

sampling. More specifically, we designed and evaluated Heed, a physically situated self-

reporting device. Our findings show that Heed devices expand the coverage of captured 

experiences by complementing the use of Phones. 

Better content generation 

Thirdly, I will argue that contextualization requires personalized content in a scalable way. 

Depending upon the application, a system may require personalizing its interaction with the user 

to the given context. A subset of such applications is one that send contextualized suggestion to 

the user. Given the large number of possible situations, systems intended for such applications 

require a scalable way for content generation. In Chapter 5, I will present a crowd-sourcing 

system that generates physical activity promotion messages more cost-efficient manner than 

experts. 

The Thesis Statement 

In order to design context-aware applications for Physical Activity Promotion, it is 

necessary to: 

• Understand the role of context in planning desired physical activity in order to develop 

the right abstractions that can be computationally modeled. Sweet spots, as a unified 
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representation of converging factors, provides a novel and useful perspective to (a) better 

understand the nature of physical activity planning and execution, (b) bridge the gap 

between phenomenological and positivist perspectives of context to allow for 

computational support, and (c) inform the design of systems intended to support physical 

activity planning. (Chapter 3) 

• Design data collection tools to gather behavioral traces that can be used to design better 

context-aware applications for physical activity promotion. We designed the HEED 

system comprising of portable light weight single purpose self-report devices that lower 

the burden of self-reporting in specific contexts. (Chapter 4) 

• Design crowdsourcing systems that can generate personalized content for context-aware 

applications in a scalable way. We designed a crowdsourcing system that leverages 

expert knowledge to guide crowd workers to write messages for physical activity 

promotion. (Chapter 5)  
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Chapter 2 Related Work 

Lack of physical activity is one of the most important behavioral risk factors for chronic diseases 

such as diabetes and coronary heart diseases. Yet, less than 20% of North Americans attain the 

recommended amount of physical activity (Troiano et al. 2008). The prevalence of chronic 

diseases continues to rise and is now responsible for over 70% of U.S. healthcare expenditures 

(Hoffman, Rice, and Sung 1996). To address this problem, researchers have sought to leverage 

technologies such as mobile phones, web applications, and social networking tools to encourage 

physical activity (Consolvo et al. 2006) due to their low cost, high penetration, and integration in 

people’s everyday lives.  

Increasing ownership of mobile phones and wearables (Smart Wearables Vendor Strategies, 

Opportunities, Forecasts n.d.), and the growing interest in deployable sensors (Internet of Things 

Consumer Devices: Ownership and Preferences n.d.) open new opportunities for Physical 

Activity promotion. People spend about 90% of their time in close proximity of such devices 

(Dey et al. 2011), thus enabling applications to potentially interact or intervene with the user 

many times within a day, with content that is personalized to the user. Moreover, the sensors 

used by these technologies enable rich streams of continuous data, for e.g. GPS, accelerometer, 

etc. The data streams along with statistical modeling techniques, provide a unique opportunity to 

understand user behavior in context of their fast changing social, biological, personal and 

environmental states. Moreover, these techniques can potentially allow applications to learn and 

respond to rapid changes in behavioral states and related contextual factors. 

Interventions that are personalized to user input or sensed data are termed, elsewhere, as digital 

behavior change interventions (DBCIs) (Yardley et al. 2016). One class of such interventions are 

“just-in-time” adaptive interventions (JITAI). Just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAI) seek to 

provide individuals with the right type of support at the right time and in the right context (Intille 
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2004; Patrick et al. 2008; Spruijt-Metz and Nilsen 2014). JITAIs are increasingly being explored 

in support of health behavior change in multiple domains, including physical activity and 

smoking cessation, while addressing issues related to mental illness and other chronic disorders. 

An imagined example of a DBCI is a personalized assistant for planning physical activities. The 

assistant should learn the preferences of the user over the multiple dimensions such as desired 

activities, weather, time of day and locations. Moreover, it may synthesize real-time data streams 

for the different contextual factors to provide the recommendations for when and where to 

exercise.  

DBCIs require theories that take into account within-person variations in individual 

characteristics and dynamic contexts (Hekler, Klasnja, et al. 2016). Existing theories of behavior 

provide only inadequate understanding the inherent complexity of real-world behavior change 

and must be understood more in order to develop such interventions (Riley et al. 2011). 

Furthermore, development of such interventions requires the development of “precise, 

quantifiable computational models” that can represent the user’s context in a meaningful way 

(Hekler, Michie, et al. 2016).  

This chapter lays the foundation for the rest of the work in this dissertation. In the following sub-

sections, I first present existing evidence to the claim of why it is important to understand 

context. I then present the results from a few but important studies that unpack intra-individual 

differences in how contextual factors affect physical activity decisions. In the next sub section, I 

present existing arguments for the need of developing new theories and computational models 

for behavior change. I then present the few existing works that have modelled behavior in a 

dynamic way and also some applications that have applied machine learning techniques on data 

streams associated with contexts towards promoting physical activities. Finally, I summarize the 

claims made with this thesis with respect to the presented related work. 

Role of Context in Physical Activity Promotion 

Social cognition models, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1991), have 

characterized motivational factors, such as people's intention to perform a particular behavior, as 

the most proximal determinants of that behavior (Darker et al. 2010). Although important, meta-
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analytic work suggest that intention is not sufficient for promoting increased physical activity 

(Hagger, Chatzisarantis, and Biddle 2002). One potential explanation for this may the 

importance of establishing intentions within a given context. Implementation intentions is a 

concept that involves the articulation of intentions linked with particular situations (Gollwitzer 

1999). A number of meta analytical works have highlighted that participants who form 

implementation intentions are significantly more likely to carry out a desired behavior such as 

exercise (Milne, Orbell, and Sheeran 2002; Prestwich, Lawton, and Conner 2003). 

Positive outcomes for implementation intention interventions are, however, not shown in 

research done in naturalistic setting (Vet et al. 2009). Moreover, it was found that promoting 

more ‘planful’ actions, i.e. making daily plans for exercise, may hinder engagement in health 

behaviors based how stressed the individual is in the given context (Payne, Jones, and Harris 

2010). Payne et al. also found that participants who were less stressed performed even more 

physical activity than participants who participated in planning. Such results indicate that 

contextual factors may play an even more important role than intentions in promoting physical 

activities. 

Study of the interaction between context with intentions to influence physical activity has mostly 

used cross-sectional methods that measure the constructs at large time intervals such as months 

(Hekler et al. 2012). Recent growth in the use  of experience sampling method (ESM) has 

allowed researchers to collect self-reports from participants, repeatedly, at a high frequency 

(Shiffman, Stone, and Hufford 2008), thus allowing analysis of not only between-person levels 

of physical activity but also within-person levels. Such analysis can provide better insights into 

the decision making and fluctuations for physical activities in participants (Dunton et al. 2009). 

Most theories of health behavior change (such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1991) 

and Social-Cognitive Theory (Bandura 2002)) aim to understand the role of psychosocial and 

environmental factors between people (i.e. inter-individual variation). The need for a more 

idiographic approach to behavioral science seeking the description of within-person processes 

(Lamiell 2003; Molenaar 2004) and the recent availability of methods such as ESM can allow 

researchers to study time-varying factors such as cognitions, mood, physiological states, and 

contexts (Dunton and Atienza 2009). Recent studies have uncovered cognitive factors (Dunton et 
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al. 2009), affective factors (Dunton et al. 2009; Dunton et al. 2015), mood (Gauvin, Rejeski, and 

Reboussin 2000), social (Salvy et al. 2007; Salvy et al. 2008) and perceived environmental 

factors (Hekler et al. 2012) to influence physical activity. Yet the role of such factors over the 

course of the day is quite less (Liao, Shonkoff, and Dunton 2015) leading to a disconnect 

between health management practices and the context of health related activities, such as time of 

day, location, and daily activities (Klasnja and Pratt 2012). 

An important contextual factor that has gained the interest of researchers is the Affective state of 

an individual. Earlier research hypothesized that affective states experienced during a behavior 

reinforce properties of a behavior such as physical activity [Loewenstein 2000, Updegraff 2004, 

Leone 2005]. Such works motivated lab studies that highlighted the direct relationship between 

affect and physical activities. More recently using ESM, researchers have studied how affective 

states differ across specific social and physical contexts. Evidence showed that exercising with 

people improves affective response while being outdoors reduce negative affective response 

(Dunton et al. 2015). Moreover, positive affective states can predict physical activity levels in 

children, and physical activity can in turn predict less negative affective states (Dunton et al. 

2014). In a study exploring the relationship between cognitive, social, affective, and 

physiological factors to physical activity in older adults (50+ years) showed that self-reported 

measures of self-efficacy and control predicted higher physical activity. Moreover, positive 

social interactions also had an effect on physical activity levels of participants. 

Context might include neighborhood characteristics (access to walking paths) or opportunities 

for utilitarian walks. Hekler et al. 2012 showed that within day variations in perceived access to 

environment that are supportive of physical activity showed a positive association to actual 

physical activity (Hekler et al. 2012). Moreover, increased walking is correlated with "access to 

walking paths, enjoyable scenery, good weather and nice locations". 

Computational representations of Context 

Context in literature has been viewed from a number of lenses. The phenomenological view of 

context defines context as interactional. Context shapes one’s actions, is dynamically defined by 

actions, and is scoped by its relevance to the action concerned (Dourish 2004). The positivist 
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perspective of context defines context in terms of concrete attributes to computationally  

represent and utilize context in applications (Bauer, Newman, and Kientz 2014). In order to 

design context-aware systems for behavior change, it is not only important to understand how 

significant the role of context is, but also represent the context such that it is amenable to 

computational reasoning. An example of a dynamical model utilizes a “fluid-analogy” to 

articulate an abstract model structure. In this analogy (Figure 1), the inputs to a model are 

represented as values that fill a reservoir representing an aggregated factor (Martin et al. 2014). 

The analogy is able to depict how the physical activity behavior is influenced by “inflows, 

outflows and feedback loops” between the various concepts (Spruijt-Metz et al. 2015). The 

model presented by Martin et al. 2015 is limited to understanding the relationships between 

constructs at daily timescales. To overcome this limitation, another model emphasizes how 

timescale impacts constructs (Spruijt-Metz et al. 2015). The authors note that model proposed is 

 

Figure 1.  Fluid analogy of social cognitive theory represents the inputs to a model as values that fill a 
reservoir representing an aggregated factor (Martin et al., 2014). 
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far from actually being applied to many constructs but is one way in which researchers can map 

out the dynamics of this “complex and nested” problem.  

A transdisciplinary approach such as the one used by Hekler et al. 2016 can lead to the 

articulation of behavioral constructs in the language of control systems, however, such an expert 

driven approach may be too abstract and can easily be perceived to be distant from the lived 

reality of people. An opportunity, one that this dissertation also tries to explore, lies in bridging 

the gap between computational models and the lived experience of people’s lives by using 

qualitative methods. This approach can help ground the abstract notions of construct dynamics to 

recorded instances of how people experience challenges in their real life, thus providing the 

designer with a strong understanding of how the model might work in real world. 

Prior work on computationally extracting causal relationships between people’s context and 

actions that describe their routines (Banovic et al. 2016) could provide a basis to model the effect 

of context on specific behaviors, such as making plans for physical activity. Such models 

improve the accuracy of systems to represent routines and behavior, which could potentially lead 

to applications that help people improve their routines (Davidoff et al. 2011; Davidoff, 

Zimmerman, and Dey 2010), including those that support physical activity. 

On the more applied side, applications that have exploited the dynamic nature of context are few. 

Health mashups presented its users correlations between pairs of contexts, such as “On days 

when you sleep more, you get more exercise”. The inferred insights about participant’s behavior 

showed positive outcomes in physical activity of its users as well improved long-term 

engagement (Bentley et al. 2013). Representing the relationship between contextual factors is 

needed to facilitate self-awareness about how one's contextual factors come together to affect 

people’s physical activity. Prior work around this has looked at the use of contexts, such as 

events, places, and people, to support reflection on the factors that affect physical activity (Li, 

Dey, and Forlizzi 2012). (Li, Dey, and Forlizzi 2012) found that making associations between 

contextual factors and physical activity visible allow users to increase their awareness of the 

factors that influence their physical activity. Moreover, they showed that reflecting on physical 

activity and context allowed their participants to find more opportunities for physical activity. 

Being more aware of such opportunities associated with context can lead to better planning and 
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hence, suggests the need to further understand the relationship between context and physical 

activity.  

In exploring the space of generating recommendations for physical activity and eating behavior, 

MyBehavior system leveraged two contextual variables- activity and food logs to provide them 

with actionable suggestions (Rabbi et al. 2015). Specifically, they used “a standard machine-

learning, decision-making algorithm, called multi-armed bandit (MAB), to generate personalized 

suggestions that ask users to either continue, avoid, or make small changes to existing 

behaviors”. Although the study suffered from a small sample size (n=17), the participants who 

were shown the system generated suggestions walked more than the participants who were 

shown generic suggestions over the course of 3 weeks. Participants also rated the system 

generated suggestions higher than the generic suggestions. 

In the related space of generating contextual nudges, Heartsteps tailored activity promotion 

messages to not only on personal characteristics but also to the context, i.e. to provide 

individuals with actionable support in the situations in which they find themselves (Smith et al. 

2017). This personalization could potentially cover a large set of situations, for each individual. 

Table 1 shows how a subset of these contextual variables can lead to 36 different combinations. 

A system therefore needs a large bank of contextually relevant messages. Moreover, the 

messages must also be tailored towards stable individual characteristics (e.g. roles, goals, stage 

of behavior change) of every user.  

Table 1. A sub-set of contextual features from Heartsteps (Smith et al. 2017) lead to a large number of 

situations for only one user. 

Location	 Time-of-Day	 Weather	
(Intended	Location)	

Home	 Morning	 Outdoor	

Office	 Lunch	 Indoor	

Other	 Afternoon	 Outdoor	Snowing	

	 Evening	 	

	 After	Dinner	 	

Total number of situations = 3 * 5  * 3 = 45 
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Scalable message generation 

Mobile interventions for promoting physical activity have attracted significant attention from 

researchers. As it is known that well-designed, personalized messaging to remind and motivate 

people to integrate physical exercise into their daily activities can be effective (Kreuter et al. 

2013). Recently, there has been a rapid increase in the use of behavior change applications such 

as Fitbit, Jawbone, and RunKeeper. In the future, we foresee this trend to continue in places all 

around the world, where people from diverse cultural backgrounds and native languages would 

like their mobile phone to support them in behavior change. With the increasing use of such 

applications, there is an even greater need for experts who can author these tailored messages. In 

this research, we ask the question: Can we support experts by scaling the process of creating 

tailored health communication messages? 

Recent works in the domain of crowdsourcing show the promise of supporting complex activities 

similar to the one of our interest, such as annotating documents (Deng et al. 2014), proofreading 

texts (Bernstein et al. 2010), providing empathetic reappraisals  (Morris and Picard 2012). 

Moreover, Hong at al. explored how individuals with autism can use crowdsourcing for advice in 

social situations (Hong et al. 2013). Another set of researchers used crowd workers to identify 

obstacles on sidewalks to help a person with physical disability navigate a city (Hara et al. 2015; 

Hara, Le, and Froehlich 2013). The techniques proposed have shown the viability of 

crowdsourcing as a scalable alternative to existing expert-based approaches. 

Conclusion 

To summarize, the literature lacks finer grained understanding of context and researchers have 

articulated the need for better theories and the potential solutions (e.g. multi-disciplinary 

collaboration) towards reaching this goal (Hekler, Michie, et al. 2016). There is a need to unpack 

the complexity in the interaction between contexts and individual differences. In the next 

chapter, I present a phenomenological account of how people make actionable plans within their 

temporal contexts. Namely, our qualitative findings support the notion of sweet spots, which may 

improve the predictability of computational models that support the creation of action plans for 

physical activity promotion. 
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To build such models and theories, researchers need the right tools to collect information about 

the users. Experience Sampling Method has generally been used with mobile phones to get a 

deeper understanding of participant behaviors. Although the use of smart phones has many 

advantages, existing works have noted its many limitations, such as the loss in participation due 

to heavy burden (Choe et al. 2014) and its limited coverage of situations, population, and 

research questions. In Chapter 4, I delve into this topic and the related works. I will present the 

single purpose devices we designed and studied with participants in their naturalistic setting. 

Finally, a third research direction is revealed when we extrapolate the current progress of 

personalized mobile interventions to future applications that would need to personalize content in 

a scalable way. Given that health communication is known to be an important area, with much 

positive impact, a class of personalized applications can be hypothesized to persuade and nudge 

the user with personalized messages. In Chapter 5, I present a scalable way to generate 

personalized messages for physical activity promotion. The system uses expert generated micro-

tasks to guide online crowd workers to write personalized messages for personas. I present the 

results of this study. 
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Chapter 3 Finding the Sweet Spot(s): Understanding 
Context to Support Physical Activity Plans 

Creating actionable plans has been shown to be helpful in promoting physical activity. However, 

little research has been done on how best to support the creation and execution of plans. We 

conducted a study with 16 participants to study the role that context plays in the formulation and 

execution of plans for physical activity. Our findings highlight nuanced ways that contextual 

factors interact with each other and with individual differences to impact planning. We propose 

the notion of sweet spots to encapsulate how particular contextual factors converge to create 

optimal states for performing physical activities. The concept of sweet spots helped us to better 

understand the creation and execution of plans made by our participants. We present design 

guidelines to show how sweet spots can help support physical activity planning and guide the 

design of context-based tools for planning support. 

Introduction 

Researchers have highlighted the need for better models that unpack the complexity in the 

interaction between contexts and individual behavior (Hekler, Michie, et al. 2016). 

Improvements in modelling routines and human behavior (Banovic et al. 2016) can potentially 

lead to applications that support users in achieving their desired behavior. Design of tools that 

leverage such models, however, require a deeper understanding of the complexity involved in 

achieving a desired behavior such as physical activity. Towards this goal, this study contributes 

towards the design of computational systems that support people in translating their intention to 

behavior.  

Social cognition models, such as the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen 1991), have 

characterized motivational factors, such as people's intention to perform a particular health 
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behavior, as the most proximal determinants of that behavior. However, it is a challenge for 

many people, even when motivated, to adopt and regularly perform a desired health behavior. To 

overcome this “intention-behavior gap,” specifying plans about how to enact one’s intentions 

and how to deal with difficulties in one’s goal pursuit is a promising strategy (Sheeran 2002). 

Specifically, for physical activity, planning is a key predictor of physical activity maintenance 

over time (Huberty et al. 2013; Mailey and McAuley 2014).  

While tools have been extensively used to encourage physical activity using a variety of 

techniques (e.g., motivation, information, reflection, reminders, and social 

influence)(Dombrowski et al. 2012), there is limited support for specifying plans in such tools. 

That is, the design space for planning support as part of tools to promote physical activity 

remains largely unexplored and hence, creates an opportunity for researchers to contribute. 

Understanding how plans are made and when they fail or succeed could lead to the incorporation 

of improved planning support in tools to promote physical activity.  

To better understand how people make plans for physical activity and how tools can be designed 

to support planning, this study aims to answer the following research questions:  

• What factors do people consider while specifying plans for physical activity? 

• What are the challenges of creating and executing plans for physical activity? 

We interviewed 16 participants who demonstrated considerable motivation to perform physical 

activity but struggled to fit exercise into their lives. We found that multiple contextual factors 

such as weather, location, time, social interaction, and affect were considered by our participants 

in making physical activity plans. Moreover, these factors interact with each other and with the 

individual preferences of our participants to influence their plans for physical activity. 

Acknowledging the complexity that the consideration of multiple contextual factors and 

individual differences brings to planning, we present the notion of the sweet spot, a 

phenomenologically grounded construct to understand the role of context on plans. 

While connections between context and activity have been noted in previous work (Liao, 

Shonkoff, and Dunton 2015; Humpel, Owen, and Leslie 2002), the notion of sweet spots helped 
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to shed light on the nuanced interplay between these factors and the challenges they create for 

plan creation and execution. Specifically, we found that plan creation was challenging because of 

the need to consider multiple contextual factors, the constraints imposed by one’s preferences 

and priorities that affected how participants weighed these factors, and the need to coordinate 

with others. Plan execution was challenging because of the difficulty in anticipating favorable 

and unfavorable contextual conditions, and in sustaining engagement in the face of fluctuating 

motivation. Additionally, we report that in dealing with these challenges, a few participants tried 

to strategize for improved plan execution.  

We demonstrate how sweet spot, as a unified representation of converging factors, provides a 

novel and useful perspective to (a) bridge the gap between phenomenological and positivist 

perspectives of context to allow for computational support, and (b) inform the design of systems 

intended to support physical activity planning. 

Related Work 

In this section, we describe prior work relevant to this study. We first provide a background on 

existing planning strategies and interventions to support planning. We then provide an overview 

of research on understanding factors affecting health behaviors, which is pertinent to our 

research question about understanding factors that affect physical activity plans. 

Types of Planning Strategies 

Creating plans is found to be one of the most effective ways of reaching behavior goals (Latham 

and Locke 1991). A plan for a behavior consists of different elements, such as specifying a 

behavior (‘what’), a time (‘when’), a place (‘where’), and elaborations on execution (‘how’). 

Gollwitzer (Gollwitzer 1999) defined implementation intentions as explicit if-then plans that link 

anticipated critical situations (i.e., when, where) to goal-directed responses (i.e. what, how). This 

form of an explicit plans has been identified as an effective strategy for bridging the intention-

behavior gap (Prestwich, Perugini, and Hurling 2010). Two distinct types of implementation 

intention strategies have been studied: action planning and coping planning (Carraro and 

Gaudreau 2013).  Action planning involves specifying the action (when, where, and how) to act 

in the service of one's intentions. Coping planning involves specifying the anticipated response 
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to potential barriers or obstacles that could get in the way of the intended action. Preliminary 

evidence has shown that high-quantity planning (creating more action plans) and high-quality 

plans (plans with higher specificity (Ziegelmann, Lippke, and Schwarzer 2006)) may lead to 

higher levels of physical activity (de Vet, Oenema, and Brug 2011).  

Interventions to support planning 

Although many interventions have been designed to incorporate implementation intentions as 

one of the intervention components to support physical activity (Hurling et al. 2007; Prestwich, 

Perugini, and Hurling 2010), little is known about lived experiences around how implementation 

intentions are formed and how technology could support people in setting implementation 

intentions by specifying high quality plans. Interventions using technology to support planning 

have mostly focused on motivating users to make more and higher-quality action plans by 

sending text messages (Mistry et al. 2015; Sweet et al. 2014). Although systematic reviews 

generally support such planning strategies (Gollwitzer and Sheeran 2006; Kwasnicka et al. 

2013), their effectiveness to behavioral interventions was not evident in all settings (Paay et al. 

2015; Vet et al. 2009). 

Given the difficulty in creating high quality plans, many people resort to the Internet for help 

(Lewis et al. 2011), where the quality of plans may be contentious (Saperstein, Atkinson, and 

Gold 2007). Moreover, plans found online may fail to account for the individual preferences and 

opportunities (Paay et al. 2015), and are less likely to be tried than personalized feedback 

(Agapie et al. 2016; Rabbi et al. 2015). In order to seek personalized plans, people sometimes 

seek help from experts in the form of coaching. Coaching, in general, shows increased likelihood 

of achieving ones goals (Luszczynska 2006; Rosal et al. 2001), however the expense (>$18 per 

hour) (May 2016 National Occupational Employment and Wage Estimates n.d.) and time 

commitment required for personalized coaching are not feasible for everyone.  

Therefore, we sought to understand situated planning for physical activity and how the design of 

tools to promote physical activity can incorporate support for making high quality plans.  

Understanding the Context of Health Behavior 

In order to design context-aware systems for behavior change, it is not only important to 
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understand how significant the role of context is, but also represent the context such that it is 

amenable to computational reasoning. Inherent complexity in real world behavior change makes 

those theories unusable, that have “poor specification, both in construct definitions and in the 

relationships between them” (Hekler, Michie, et al. 2016). Hekler et al. posit the need for 

knowledge about "ongoing, dynamic feedback loops of behavior in response to ever-changing 

biological, social, personal, and environmental states" to articulate an abstract model structure.  

An opportunity, one that this paper also tries to explore, lies in bridging the gap between 

computational models and the lived experience of people’s lives by using qualitative methods. 

This approach can help ground the abstract notions of construct dynamics to recorded instances 

of how people experience challenges in their real life, thus providing the designer with a strong 

understanding of how the model might work in real world.  

On the more applied side, applications that have exploited the dynamic nature of context are few. 

Making associations between contextual factors and physical activity visible allow users to 

increase their awareness of the factors that influence their physical activity (Li, Dey, and Forlizzi 

2012). The inferred insights about participant’s correlations between pairs of contexts showed 

positive outcomes in physical activity of its users as well improved long-term engagement 

(Bentley et al. 2013). Moreover, reflecting on physical activity and context leads to finding more 

opportunities for physical activity (Epstein et al. 2015). In exploring physical activity and eating 

behavior, MyBehavior system leveraged users’ context to provide them with actionable 

suggestions, which was found to be more effective than generic suggestions (Rabbi et al. 2015).  

This body of prior work suggests that making people aware of the context in which health 

practices take place could improve those practices. Leveraging context information for planning 

tools is an area that is relatively unexplored. While automated planning and scheduling 

approaches have been proposed (Wikipedia 2017b), there is an opportunity for a user-centered 

approach towards designing such a system. 

In this work, we delve into 1) what context information is considered relevant while making 

plans for physical activity, 2) how contextual factors challenge or support planning, and 3) how 

contextual factors can undermine existing plans. Given the importance of planning in predicting 
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adherence to physical activity, understanding the role of context can inform how context 

information could be incorporated in system design to aid planning. 

Methods 

Our goal was to understand the factors that people consider while planning physical activity and 

the challenges they face in creating and executing their plans, that is, how people plan for 

performing physical activity and how those plans materialize or fail to materialize. We do not 

seek to make generalizations about how particular factors impact activity, but to qualitatively 

understand how people take context into account, alongside other factors, when making and 

executing plans. 

We specifically studied people who were motivated to exercise more than they currently do and 

who had a (self-described) busy work schedule. In doing so, we were guided by prior work that 

has found lack of time to be a barrier for physical (Choi et al. 2017; Trost et al. 2002). We 

expected that a person with a somewhat full schedule would have more constraints around 

planning physical activity as compared to a person with a flexible routine with little time 

pressure. Because we wanted to maintain consistency around the nature of planning issues faced 

by our participants, we chose to study people who had similar work schedules. Our participants’ 

work hours were approximately 9-5p, Monday to Friday.  

Participant and Recruitment 

We interviewed 16 adults who self-reported that their satisfaction with their physical activity is 

low (they are motivated to exercise more) and who worked at least 40 hours per week. The 

interviews were conducted between December 2015 and April 2016. We recruited participants 

through mailing lists at the authors’ university. The list consisted of the departments’ students, 

alumni, staff, and faculty. Respondents were asked to fill out a screener with 13 short-answer 

questions asking about their daily routine, typical physical activities and demographic 

information. Potential participants indicated their score of overall satisfaction with their current 

level of physical activity on a Likert scale from 1-5. The participants with satisfaction score less 

than 3, were chosen after the screening for in-person or online audio interviews. Interviews 

lasted 50 minutes on an average. The participants were located in Michigan, California, 
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Maryland and Illinois. Out of the 16 participants, 3 were male, and 13 were female. Eleven 

participants were aged 25-35 while 5 were 35-45. 

We analyzed data as we collected, to improve our understanding and also improve the probes we 

use in future interviews. We noticed data saturation occurring with our last few participants, 

realize that interview responses became repetitive, so we stopped enrolling more participants 

(although we had people wanting to participate).  

Data Collection  

The first author conducted all the interviews using a semi-structured interview protocol. At the 

beginning of the interview, each participant reported their activity levels on a standard Activity 

Scale (NASA JSC Physical Activity Status Scale). The average physical activity level for the 

participants was found to be 3.8 on the scale of 7. During each interview, participants were asked 

about their daily routines, whether and how they made plans for exercise, the challenges they 

faced, and how they dealt with those challenges. We further probed participants on some 

important incidents to explore participants’ experience of successful and unsuccessful plan 

execution in depth. Many of our participants identified such incidents of plan creation and 

execution. Participants also described the context around which their physical activity happened. 

Although our interest in this study was to understand what contextual factors play a role in 

making and executing plans for exercising, it is important to note that contextual factors are 

difficult to be asked about individually. For instance, when directly asked about weather a 

participant may mention their overall preference but would find it hard to articulate the many 

different ways in which weather interacts with another contextual factor like location. Hence, we 

sought to understand the role of context by asking about participant’s daily routines, incidents 

around physical activity, and the relation of these incidents with the plans that participants made. 

Contextual factors were often discussed organically by participants, and were further elicited 

through probes. 

Data Analysis 

All interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. The interviews were coded and analyzed 

using a mix of structural coding and in vivo coding (Saldaña 2015) consisting of an iterative 

process of generating, refining, and probing the themes that emerged. Codes were initially drawn 
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from research questions and then supplemented with those that emerged from the interviews. The 

research team performed data analysis, starting with a few interviews to reach an agreement on 

codes, and understanding of concepts. The coding process was further supplemented with group 

discussion with the other members of the research team as a form of peer debriefing (Creswell 

2013) to develop the understanding of emerging themes. 

In the another round of analysis, coded data were grouped under themes using affinity diagrams 

(Wikipedia 2017a). Coded data was analyzed to compare and understand the differences between 

participants and how they make and follow through on their plans with regards to the types of 

challenges faced and the types of coping strategies.  

Findings 

Our findings shed light on the challenges of plan creation and execution arising out of multiple 

contextual factors that affect physical activity plans. Contextual factors including the time, 

location, type of activity, duration of activity and presence of others during activity influenced 

choices relating to physical activity such as when, where and how. Additionally, we found that 

participants weighed these contextual factors differently depending on individual differences, 

such as priorities and preferences, as well as affect and motivation. While the role of context in 

physical activity promotion has been reported in prior work (Bentley et al. 2013; Li, Dey, and 

Forlizzi 2012; Liao, Shonkoff, and Dunton 2015), our work adds to the literature by showing 

how multiple aspects of context interact with each other to influence physical activity planning 

and execution. Moreover, we show how individual differences affect the role of specific 

contextual factors in planning physical activities.  

Operationalizing contextual factors and personalizing content and services to the user are two 

main aspects of a context-aware system. A deeper understanding of context is especially 

important to understand when seeking to inform the design of context-based systems that can 

support planning, which is our ultimate goal.  

Successful planning requires finding “sweet spots” 
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Our findings show that all our participants engaged in planning for physical activity by 

considering certain contextual factors. Although the relevance of contextual conditions varied 

across participants, they had to co-occur for participants to find an opportune circumstance that 

supported a given physical activity. That is, a right combination of time, location, activity, affect 

and social preferences was needed to perform a physical activity successfully. A state when these 

conditions were satisfied simultaneously was described by P3 as a “sweet spot”: 

“But the problem is, again with my schedule, really that 5:30 to 6:30. If it ends before 7:00, that 

is my sweet spot. But so many of the classes started at 7:00, and I just can't do a weekly 

commitment. I can't take two days a week, two evenings a week from the other work I have to 

do.” 

P3’s work schedule and the schedule of martial arts classes determined her sweet spot for 

exercise. Such reports from our participants demonstrate that different factors are considered in 

planning for exercise. They also show that these factors converge to create conditions that 

support or deter the execution of those plans. Inspired by this understanding, we propose a notion 

of sweet spots for physical activity, that is a state that supports a desired activity, formed by a 

favorable convergence of perceived contextual factors, and sustained for a sufficient period of 

time to successfully perform the activity. The construct of sweet spots helped us better 

understand how contextual factors interacted to influence plans. While every participant had 

their own way of formulating plans, the concept of sweet spots unifies the diverse approaches 

adopted by our participants: planning can be seen as a matter of making choices around factors 

that form one’s sweet spots.   

Table 2. P14's sweet spot was found to be a convergence of multiple contextual factors. P14 
considered these factors in creating her physical activity plans. 

Contextual Factor Values 
Activity Exercise at gym 
Location Nearby gym 

Time Morning 
Social preference Likes the social environment of gym 

Social preference X Time Wants evenings free for socializing 
Affect after exercise Feels very satisfied 

Affect on missing exercise Feels regret 
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In what follows, we describe our findings with the help of the notion of sweet spots. Our 

participants considered multiple factors to create plans based on their own preferences and 

priorities. It should be noted that much of the consideration and weighing of factors was not 

explicit—that is, these were not the terms or framing that participants used, but rather the 

analytical categories imposed by us to understand the role of context in planning. Additionally, 

we describe our findings under the two main themes – challenges of plan creation and challenges 

of plan execution. Plan creation and execution are complex and often intertwined in the lives of 

people (Epstein et al. 2015). We make a distinction here with the goal of unpacking the 

complexity and thereby extract the distinct challenges associated with them. Once articulated, the 

challenges of planning can be well scoped for the designers of context-aware system to tackle. 

Our primary goal is to unfold the complex role of context (e.g., time, location, social factors, 

affective state, and activity) and individual differences in planning physical activity. 

Challenges of Plan Creation 

As noted above, planning is a critical component for health behavior change. All our participants 

described some degree of conscious, explicit planning to try to incorporate physical activity into 

their routines. Although many health interventions tend to treat creation of plans as 

straightforward, we observed three ways that participants faced challenges in plan creation: 

considering multiple contextual factors, being influenced by the interaction between their 

individual preferences and relevant contextual factors, and coordinating with others.     

Plan creation requires considering multiple contextual factors 

Planning generally included choosing an activity, deciding on a time, and identifying a suitable 

location and environment. Other factors were sometimes included, such as coordinating with 

others or securing resources (e.g., registering for a class). Our participants considered many such 

contextual factors simultaneously. Participants had to make decisions about the type of activity 

they would perform, the place and its facilities, the duration of activity, their commute to the 

location, and constraints associated with certain aspects of their routine, such as work 

engagements and family obligations. For example, the kind of plan participants could create was 

restricted by the facilities accessible at a location (e.g., gym, shower) as mentioned by P3, “when 

you work out at work on our lunch hour, or ride your bike in, we don't have a shower there. The 
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smell is not terrible, [chuckle] but I would rather be clean when I go to work.” She did not have 

a shower at her workplace so she could not bike to work or exercise during office hours. Thus, 

any plans that she made to exercise were usually after work hours. 

Some of these factors challenged plan creation more than the others. For example, work and 

family responsibilities limited the scope for plan creation. Lack of time, family obligations, and 

social engagements are known barriers for physical activity (CDC, 2015). While the participants 

could better control a few factors, other factors, such as competing priorities at work and home, 

were more difficult to navigate. 

Individual differences impose constraints on plan creation 

Although the set of contextual factors that were considered for plan creation were mostly 

consistent across participants, individual differences governed how each participant preferred to 

weigh these factors, which in turn affected their plans. One individual difference was around 

time preference. For example, different participants felt a sense of accomplishment by exercising 

at different times in their daily schedules. Some participants liked to exercise before work, while 

others preferred exercising after work. Some participants preferred to exercise at the same time 

across all days of the week, whereas some chose variable times for different days of the week. 

Depending on the time of the day, the reason for feeling accomplished varied across participants. 

For example, P14, a single female, professional, who was socially outgoing, thought that 

morning was better because it gave her free time during the rest of the day to do other things, 

such as socializing: “If I've gone in the morning, I'm really satisfied because I did my workout, 

and now I'm going to have the rest of the evenings to do whatever I want. My first preference is 

always going in the morning because something can come up. I could have a team dinner or a 

team outing.” On the other hand, P1, a single female graduate student who spent most of her 

time alone, preferred evenings because her sense of accomplishment was driven by the feeling of 

being done for the day. She went for a walk after finishing the day’s work and before sunset. At 

this time, there was still natural light in the park and more importantly she felt satisfied knowing 

that she can go home, take a shower, eat dinner and relax after completing her walk. As seen in 

the above two examples, time of the day, one’s work schedule and individual differences over 

what led to satisfaction, determined the plans for physical activity. The favorable conditions of 
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contextual factors such as time of day, work, daylight, and social factors resulted in sweet spots 

for P14 and P1. P14’s sweet spot was bound by multiple contextual factors as shown in Table 1. 

While creating physical activity plans, P14 considered these factors and how they interacted, 

which was particular to social preferences of P14. Anticipating contextual conditions for 

successful plan execution may thus be seen as anticipating these sweet spots (that is, making 

plans that lead to sweet spots) and then choosing one (or more) of them for executing physical 

activity.  

Another individual difference observed was around the desire to be with other people. Consistent 

with the above example, we found that this factor affected participants differently. As noted by 

prior work (Berkman 1995), for some participants in our study having people to exercise with 

was a necessary motivation. That is, without others they were less likely to create plans for 

physical activity and, if they did plan, their plans for exercise were less likely to materialize. For 

example, P4, who had been motivated to lose weight for many years, only decided to exercise 

when her friend at her workplace invited her to join a weight loss program: “It was not until my 

colleague asked me to lose weight with her together, at that point I really started to do the 

exercises… After she left the office. I do not know a reason I stopped going to the gym. I think 

she played a very important role in my exercise program.” P4 was aware of her preference and 

acknowledged that it inhibited plan creation, as it was difficult to find people with whom she 

could plan.  

In contrast to P4, the presence of too many people in the gym was a deterrent for P10 and she 

preferred to plan exercise around times when the gym would be relatively less crowded. Time in 

the gym was her “me time,” which she wanted to spend with as few people around her as 

possible. Consequently, she made observations about the crowd patterns in the gym to conclude 

that her gym got very crowded after Christmas holidays. Using this information, P10 avoided the 

times when the gym was crowded and planned exercise sessions so that she could exercise at 

home on those days when the gym was crowded. P4’s anticipation further required awareness 

about the various contextual factors that make up her sweet spot and how variations in each 

factor affected her plans. 
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Competing priorities in the context of work and home obligations was another factor that 

interacted with individual differences. Although competing priorities inhibited plan creation for 

all participants, we found that the relevance of barriers associated with competing priorities was 

different for different participants. For example, participants living with spouses and children 

had priorities dominated by family obligations, whereas participants living independently 

reported the desire for socialization (e.g., going out with friends) as a competing priority. This 

eventually determined the plans they would make. For instance, P14, whose priority was 

socialization, preferred not to create evening plans for exercise as that was a time when she 

socialized with friends and colleagues. The same contextual factors thus affected each participant 

differently depending on the individual differences in their preference for people, priorities, and 

sense of achievement and satisfaction. 

Plan creation requires coordination with others 

Participants living with their family needed to coordinate with others and plan around others’ 

activities while making their own plans for exercise. This was because their schedules were 

directly influenced by other people's schedules. For example, P9 looked at her husband's 

schedule to plan her exercise. The couple could not go to the gym together because they shared 

childcare duties. In this case, presence of family members creates a need for coordination. In 

response to how she planned her exercise, she reported: “I pretty much have it planned. The days 

that I work, I have it planned that I get home, rest for half hour or something, change, and go to 

the gym. I do it that way because my husband also likes to go to the gym, so I try to go so when I 

come back and he can go before dinner time.” 

The effects of social aspects on plan creation varied from participant to participant. Most 

participants with families described schedules that were interdependent with those of other 

family members, thus having continuous social impact, as evident from P9’s case. But for P14, 

who lived alone, vulnerability arising out of interdependent schedules was rare. Only when her 

friend visited her did she have to give up on her exercise plan as she wanted to be with her 

friend. 

Challenges of Plan Execution 

Even when the challenges of plan creation could be overcome, most of our participants reported 
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having difficulty in executing physical activity plans once they were made. Unexpected and 

unplanned events can disrupt the execution of planned physical activity during the sweet spots, 

resulting in plan failures. That is, the sweet spots that could have been utilized for the desired 

behavior proved to be infeasible because of unfavorable conditions. Whether their plans were 

executed as expected was dependent on: a) the near-term anticipation of favorable and 

unfavorable contextual conditions that would support and deter their plan execution respectively 

(e.g., unexpected events), and b) fluctuating motivation levels. In the rest of this paper, we refer 

to the failure to execute plans as plan failures.  

Anticipating unfavorable contextual conditions 

When anticipating the conditions for physical activity, it was difficult for participants to foresee 

contextual conditions that would ruin their plans, e.g., unexpected and unplanned events. Most of 

the participants reported instances when a planned physical activity failed to happen because of 

an unforeseen event. For example, one of the participants described these events as out-of-the-

ordinary things that came up and threw her off routine, affecting her physical activity plans: 

“sometimes there are things, you know, like maybe somebody is sick or something like that too.  I 

mean that would be something that would throw off my routine and something out of the 

ordinary.” Feeling sick was one the most common reasons participants mentioned by 

participants, as also mentioned by P12: “Then the last few days I was sick, so I didn't get to do 

my weights. I did running except for yesterday because I wasn't feeling good. Obviously, I was 

not happy with those.” Other than being sick, such unexpected events also involved impromptu 

activities needing attention. Most commonly these impromptu activities included errands, as 

reported by P15: “I planned to run on Monday evening, after work, but then I ended up having to 

meet my husband somewhere to do some errands. And then we didn't get home until it was too 

late. Because I had planned to do that [run] from 6:00 to 7:00 but then we didn't get home until 

7:30 or maybe 8:00.”  

Another participant (P4) blamed impromptu socialization for disrupting her plans for exercise. 

Her friends would ask her for a meal together in the evening and her plan to exercise got 

deprioritized because of her time with friends. She mentioned: “a friend would say ‘hey do you 

want to have dinner together? And then if I need to hangout first, then I will socialize first and 
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then think about exercise… I think it is something I need to balance my daily life on.” It is also 

important to note that some of these unfavorable conditions have less probability of occurrence, 

such as a sick kid, and some are more predictable for some people, such as an outing with friends 

or a long workday. 

Sustaining engagement despite fluctuating motivation levels 

Some participants reported that lack of novelty can lead to boredom, which demotivated them to 

follow through on their plans. For example, P10 found that routine can engender boredom, which 

eventually would lead her to fall off the routine, “The thing that I have a problem with is I get 

bored easily so I know some people that like go to the gym and run on the treadmill like I hate 

and I don’t think I can do that.  So, I have to like mix it up and mix up where I'm at... I try not to 

get bored because if I get bored then I don’t stick with it or if it becomes too routine, I get bored 

with it.”  

Lack of novelty discouraged sustained engagement in physical activity to the extent that it also 

led a few participants to completely discontinue planning physical activities. They stopped 

planning for and performing any physical activity. For example, P7 said she was bored of doing 

the same set of things as physical activity: “I mean I would love to get back into a routine. I've 

tried workout videos at home as I do it for about a week and that's about it… So I go on spurts. I 

do it then I stop. I have a Wii. Done that. Then, get bored of that. I have a treadmill at home. Just 

never find time to use that either.” As mentioned in the interview quote, for each new mode of 

exercise the motivation depleted over time, and required planning new activities for continued 

engagement.  

Dealing with Challenges 

In dealing with the challenges of plan execution, a few of our participants strategized for 

improved plan execution by creating backup plans or by mixing up activities. 

Strategizing the execution of plans 

While most of the participants acknowledged the presence of vulnerabilities because of poor 

anticipation of contextual factors, we found that only some of the participants had developed 

strategies to plan for physical activity and work around plan vulnerabilities. Such strategies 
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resulted in more robust plans that led to improved physical activity execution. For example, one 

of the participants (P15) had created multiple exercise plans and she chose to execute one of 

them depending on the contextual conditions for any given day. This decision was governed by 

when she got back from work and what available time she had for exercise: “I've got couple 

different routes [to run]. If I don't have a lot of time, I'll go on my shortest route, which is maybe 

20, 30 minutes. Then if I have a longer time, I've got a route that takes about an hour. And then if 

I don't have an hour but I have more than just the shortest route, I've got sort of a 45 minutes one 

that I can do. And so I usually just rotate between those options.”  

The above-mentioned strategy followed by P15 made her plans less vulnerable to being 

disrupted. That is, she could deal with a situation in the week when she would end up getting 

home late from work, giving her less time for exercise. Because she could adjust to a plan that 

required less or more time to exercise, she did some exercise instead of missing it altogether. For 

P15, forming stable exercise routines was a result of being able to anticipate potential plan 

disruptions. Another planning strategy was to mix up different types of activities. For example, 

P8 was doing Yoga classes, but also did strength training with arm-weights because of the ease 

with which she could plan this activity Having multiple desired activities increased the scope for 

execution as the participants could execute one of the activities depending on the contextual 

conditions.  

Discussion 

This study explored how people seek to make and carry out plans for physical activity. Findings 

from this study bring to light two aspects of physical activity plan creation and execution—plans 

encompass multiple contextual factors (weather, social factors, affect, time, other activities) that 

interact with individual differences (preferences, priorities), and planning requires 

acknowledging and understanding the transient nature of contextual conditions. These two 

characteristics are indicative of the complex ways in which context affects the creation and 

execution of physical activity plans of our participants. Considering this complexity, we 

identified the concept of sweet spots, a favorable convergence of multiple contextual factors, to 

better understand the influence of context on physical activity plans. Given the central role of 

context in affecting plans, in this section, we briefly discuss the implications of our findings and 
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the concept of sweet spots when viewed through the lens of the dichotomous view of context that 

exists in current literature on context-awareness, that is the phenomenological and the positivist 

views of context. We argue that the model of sweet spots is an initial step towards bridging the 

gap between these two views to aid the development of applications that use context to support a 

situated behavior. We further demonstrate how the results of this study inform the design of 

context-based tools to support planning for physical activity. 

While the phenomenological view is less clear in terms of operationalization, the positivist view 

oversimplifies the complexity and nuances of context. Both these conceptualizations have their 

own merits and limitations and we do not aim to argue for the importance of one over the other. 

While the socio-technical gap cannot be completely bridged (Ackerman 2000), designing 

context-aware applications requires one to apply phenomenological understanding to system 

design. That is, understanding how context can be best incorporated in system design to support 

a situated behavior requires understanding the nuanced role context plays in relation to the 

behavior being studied and requires a construct to computationally utilize context in designing 

tools to support the behavior. In this study, we provide a deeper understanding of the role context 

plays in creation and execution of physical activity plans, and offer a phenomenologically 

grounded construct (sweet spots) to understand and computationally model the effect of context 

on plans. Sweet spots as a computational framework is rooted in phenomenological 

understanding, and hence, bridges the two approaches to understand context and its role in 

affecting a behavior. 

Although intuitively the concept of sweet spots may seem straightforward, the merit of this 

construct becomes clearer once we consider the complexity that the phenomenological view of 

context brings to the design space of context-aware systems. For planning physical activities, 

findings from our empirical investigation unpack this complexity by a) highlighting that it is not 

just isolated contextual factors that matter but that their combination must be considered as well, 

b) anticipating changes across multiple contextual factors and their effect on actions is 

challenging, and c) individual differences affect what specific factors or combination of factors 

matter for whom and how, indicating that there is no “one size fits all” solution. This points to 

the diversity in the design space of context-based applications to support a behavior such as 
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exercising. Although context is unique for each user, to design applications using context we 

need a framework that offers some degree of generalization while being flexible to the unique 

needs of users. Sweet spots, as described above, is one way to achieve this goal.  

Our findings show the diverse interactions between context and individual differences, implying 

that a universal mapping between context and planning is not entirely possible. What might work 

for one user would not work for another. This is where a phenomenologically grounded notion of 

sweet spots becomes more useful: as an abstraction that captures the importance of context in 

planning without pre-defining rigid and specific relationships between context, and plan creation 

and execution.  

Predicting sweet spots 

Sweet spots provide one way to understand the effect of context on plans. We hypothesize that 

the notion of sweet spots can potentially have greater explanatory and predictive power for the 

creation of actionable plans. Computational models of contextual factors and desired behaviors, 

that leverage the notion of sweet spots could then be used to predict likely sweet spots and 

suggest opportunities for being active. When plans fail, a predictive model could help repair the 

plan by suggesting alternative sweet spots. Automated prediction and reasoning about human 

behavior is a challenging research problem given the inherent uncertainty in human behavior 

(Banovic et al. 2016). However, recent work on extracting routines from behavior logs holds 

promise. The work by Banovic et al. (Banovic et al. 2016) on routine modeling can be leveraged 

to define sweet spots in terms of a computational model. Given the scope of this paper, our 

intention is to convey the intuition of a plausible approach rather than providing the details of the 

actual implementation. In the following paragraphs, we first briefly outline the approach used by 

Banovic et al. We then describe how their approach may be extended to include the notion of 

sweet spots. Finally, we provide an example to help understand this computational model as a 

basis for predicting sweet spots and for predicting the plans that would result with those sweet 

spots.  

Banovic et al. present an approach to model the causal relationship between contexts and the 

actions that people perform in those contexts. Their model consists of contextually-defined states 

mapped to actions that a person can take in that state. They calculate the probability distribution 
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of actions, given the states and the state transition probability distribution from behavior logs. 

This allows their system to extract routines, as well as variations in those routines. They model 

routine behavior using Markov Decision Processes (MDP) framework and leverage 

MaxCausalEnt, an algorithm based on inverse reinforcement learning approaches to calculate the 

probability distribution of actions given states (Ng and Russell 2000).  

Translating their model to our intended use, a state represents combination of contextual factors 

such as recent activity, location, time and weather. Actions represent the activity (behavior) that 

can be performed in the given context. Based on the knowledge of states and the state transition 

probabilities, it is possible to extrapolate future states from any given state. Considering the 

diversity in context and behavior data, it is possible for a model like this to end up with large 

number of states. However, highly predictable events from a user’s day (sleeping, office 

meetings) could effectively prune the state space, reducing the number of likely subsequent 

states. In this model, each state includes an activity feature that tells us the predicted behavior 

(physical activity in this case). The likelihood of a desired behavior can then be calculated by 

aggregating the likelihood of all states, at a given time, where the desired behavior/activity 

exists. Situated in such a model, a sweet spot for a person can be defined as a state when the 

 
Figure 1. An example of the state-action space for a person, simplified to convey two points: A) A high 

probability state restricts the state space of future states. B) Exercise being the desired behavior is 
identified as the sweet spot. Although a state captures multiple contexts, state in this scenario is only 

represented by the location or the activity of the state for simplicity. 
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probability of a desired behavior happening is high, considering constraints of multiple factors 

including location, activity, and user’s preferences (e.g. desired behavior is in the top 3 most 

probable behaviors for a given set of factors.) 

We now present an example of a routine day for a hypothetical user. Assuming the user’s current 

state is (Activity=Work, Location=Office, Weather=Nice), the future state space (a collection of 

possible states) maybe predicted as shown in Figure 1. The state space is only a simplified 

version of the state space that might exist in reality. This state space is constricted by highly 

likely states, such as a recurring meeting with one’s manager. We consider two predicted states 

with the desirable behavior “Run outside” and “Run in gym” to exist at around 6pm. The likely 

time for desired behavior for the user would then be predicted by the model as consisting of 

these two desirable states (run outside, and run in gym), inclusive of three factors (Time=6pm, 

Location=Home, Activity=Run Outside and Time=6pm, Location=Office Gym, Activity=Run in 

Gym), and the paths that lead to those states. The predicted states are sweet spots, and the paths 

are plan simulations, which when followed could result in successfully executed sweet spots. 

Design Implications 

Our elaboration of sweet spots as a construct to model context data makes it amenable to 

computational support. While prior computational work on context data to support health-related 

needs has suggested ways to discover correlations between pairs of contextual factors (Bentley et 

al. 2013) or suggest activities (Rabbi et al. 2015), sweet spots offer a way to improve the 

explanatory and predictive power of existing models by holistically accounting for multiple 

contextual factors affecting a behavior/activity to a) present context as information to the user to 

support awareness around a behavior, and b) use context to trigger services/suggestions in 

support of a behavior. Considering these broad use cases for incorporating context in designing 

tools, we now provide design directions for tools to support planning as implied by the findings 

from our study, using the construct of sweet spots as a basis.  

Support Creation Of Plans By Learning User’s Behavior 
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Anticipating favorable and unfavorable contextual conditions is a challenging aspect of planning. 

For our participants, considering multiple factors in their plans introduced challenges for plan 

creation and execution. A system supporting plan creation and execution could suggest potential 

opportunities for exercise and reduce the need for explicit planning. Although existing systems 

do this by considering the user’s calendar and prior behavior (Google 2016), we propose that 

systems need to consider multiple contextual factors simultaneously while suggesting potential 

opportunities to the users.  

In terms of sweet spots, based on the factors and preferences relevant to the user, the system 

could predict and suggest sweet spots– the states when the user is likely to execute physical 

activity plans successfully. A system could, for instance, provide a look ahead into the user’s day 

or week suggesting all the slots on the user’s calendar when a specific physical activity is 

feasible. Alternatively, the system could recommend multiple sweet spots having considerable 

probability to occur and let the user choose a primary sweet spot and one or more backup sweet 

spots in case the primary sweet spot becomes infeasible.  

Suggest paths of successful plan completion 

The dynamic nature of contextual conditions made our participants’ plans fragile. At the same 

time, sweet spots become missed opportunities for exercise when the conditions are favorable 

but the user did not realize the opportunity to do the desired behavior.  Therefore, there is a need 

and an opportunity to support the creation and modification of plans to fit the changing 

contextual conditions to – a) deal with potential failures arising out of unfavorable conditions 

and b) take advantage of emergent sweet spots that represent unplanned opportunities for 

exercise.  

Owing to the fragile nature of plans, it is important to have strategies that accommodate the 

changing nature of contextual conditions. We observed that only three participants employed 

such planning strategies to ameliorate plan failures by creating flexible or backup plans. We 

believe that such strategies would benefit other users as well.  

Sweet spots, as a phenomenological account can support the use of existing computational 

models for suggesting multiple paths (series of state transitions) in the predicted state space that 
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lead to a sweet spot/desirable behavior. The presence of multiple paths can help the user choose 

paths to achieve the desired behavior. These paths are useful in themselves as they represent the 

changes in context and the potential actions that could be taken by the user in order to reach a 

certain behavior. They can thus be used to guide plans for that behavior as they are essentially 

detailed simulation of plans for a behavior/activity. Paths that reach the desired behavior are 

“successful” transitions while the paths that do not reach the desired behavior are "unsuccessful” 

paths. Visualizing and recommending successful and unsuccessful paths can make the user 

aware of unforeseen and disruptive contexts that may occur.  

Help the user reflect when failures happen 

Not understanding how different factors affect one’s plans challenged plan creation and 

execution for our participants. Planning tools could represent the relationship between contextual 

factors and outcomes to facilitate self-awareness about how contextual factors come together to 

affect plan creation and execution. The framework of sweet spots, encapsulating the knowledge 

of desirable and undesirable states and paths that lead to those states, can aid designers in 

highlighting patterns of plan failures - i.e. highlighting the paths that have less probability of 

reaching desired behavior. Consequently, causal contextual factors, i.e. the states/events along 

the path that lead to deflection from the desired behavior, can also be highlighted to promote 

reflection over one's plan failures. For example, a system could nudge users by highlighting the 

differences between conditions when they fail and succeed. Such information can be presented as 

natural language statements that associate context data with a particular behavior/activity 

(Bentley et al. 2013). This may help the user draw actionable insights to avoid failures. In doing 

so designers should be aware of the discouragement and any undesirable emotional response that 

assessing one’s own failures could engender.  

Help the user explore new ways of achieving one’s goal 

As found in this study, lack of novelty in some cases discouraged sustained engagement in 

making plans for physical activity. To deal with this issue, tools to support planning should 

suggest new options from time to time, such as a new physical activity or a new location. Such 

suggestions can be triggered using context-based cues, that is, changes in context that lead to the 

emergence of a sweet spot. For example, repeated plan failure for a given activity that the user 
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has been trying to perform can trigger suggestions for new activities that result in new sweet 

spots for the user. Alternatively, changes in seasons can be used as cues to trigger suggestions for 

activities more appropriate for the season. The new options may also be learned from trajectories 

of other users who are similar to the user. Since incorporating new activities into a daily routine 

requires planning afresh for those activities, using a sweet spot representation could be used to 

help the user become aware of the relevant contextual factors that the system considered while 

suggesting new options or new sweet spots, which would also need to be considered while 

making plans for the suggested activity. 

Limitations 

Our study has limitations that may be addressed in future work. We used interviews to 

understand how participants made plans and executed them. Although this allowed us to gain 

deep insights into participants’ daily routines and the nuances of how they plan, future work 

could incorporate methods like Ecological Momentary Assessments (Dunton et al. 2009) to gain 

deeper insight into creation and execution of plans in their actual context. Using interviews, our 

goal was to provide a rich contextualized understanding of how people create and execute plans, 

through the intensive study of particular cases. The generalization is therefore in relation to 

knowledge acquired through the analysis of the interviews.   

Furthermore, our methodology and recruitment strategy imposed restrictions on the type of 

participants we interviewed. All our participants belonged to relatively high socio-economic 

status. Most of our participants were women and fairly young and healthy. Additionally, we 

scoped our data collection to explicitly planned activities and thus, our findings may not 

generalize to spontaneous physical activities. Although these factors might have restricted our 

understanding about the role of context and the challenges with planning to a sub-set of all 

possible roles, we believe that the notion of sweet spots provides a useful intuition, backed by 

empirical evidence, for designing tools for planning support for a wider audience. Future studies 

aimed at understanding planning behavior can utilize the concept of sweet spots to design and 

evaluate planning support tools. 
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The notion of sweet spots emerge from findings from interviews where we were especially 

interested in within-day timescales. Based on the evidence we presented, we cannot claim that 

sweet spots would be generalizable to other time scales such as weekly, or monthly. Intuitively, 

the computational model of sweet spots model determines states where the probability of 

achieving a desired physical activity is high. Such states are not restricted by time duration and 

may occur over days or weeks, depending upon context features that vary over days. An example 

where sweet spot for a person might occur at a weekly timescale is when a person is work 

schedules vary over days, for e.g. a user may have a week where she is travelling most of days 

but have one day that is optimum considering her workload, weather, and social factors. Instead 

of suggesting an hour, the system may nudge the user to make plans for that day. 

Conclusion 

In this chapter, we reported results of an interview study with 16 participants to understand the 

impact of contextual factors on physical activity plans. We found that our participants faced 

certain challenges in creating and executing physical activity plans. This was because their plans 

encompassed multiple contextual factors, and planning required acknowledging and 

understanding the transient nature of contextual conditions. The primary findings of our study 

lead us to conclude that context and individual differences play a complex role in affecting 

people’s physical activity plans. To ameliorate such complexity, we use the phenomenologically 

grounded notion of sweet spots- states that represent a favorable convergence of contextual 

factors to support a desired behavior. Sweet spots can be utilized to improve the predictability of 

context-based tools or models that support creation and execution of plans for physical activities. 

This work suggests new opportunities for research in context-aware systems for physical activity 

promotion and for exploring the role of contextual information in creating and executing 

physical activity plans. 
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Chapter 4 Heed: Exploring the Design of Situated 
Self-Reporting Devices 

In Chapter 1, we introduced the context management step of a context-aware system and in 

Chapter 2, we argued the need for better computational models for human behavior. In order to 

develop theoretical knowledge about human behavior, researchers have used a wide variety of 

methods to gather and analyze data from their participants. In-situ self-reporting is one such 

widely used data collection technique for the assessment of the behavior and the context of its 

users. It involves soliciting information from the user at a relatively high frequency. 

Characteristics of smartphones such as their high proliferation, close proximity to their users, and 

heavy use make them an ideal choice for such tasks. Newer device categories such as wearables, 

voice assistants, augmented reality and the Internet of things (IOT) offer their own advantages, 

providing an opportunity to explore a wider range of self-reporting approaches. In this paper, we 

focus on exploring the design space of Situated Self-Reporting (SSR) devices. We present the 

Heed system, consisting of simple, low-cost, and low-power SSR devices that are distributed in 

 
Figure 2. Heed self-reporting devices placed in participant’s environment. (left) On a desk 
where the participant usually works, (right) Stuck on the wall in a frequently accessed area 

in a participant’s kitchen. 
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the environment of the user and can be appropriated for reporting measures such as stress, 

sleepiness, and activities. In two real-world studies with 10 and 7 users, we compared and 

analyzed the use of smartphone and Heed devices to uncover themes of use, such as situational 

and social context, notification types, and physical design. Our findings show that Heed devices 

complemented smartphones in the coverage of activities, locations and interaction preferences. 

While the advantage of Heed was its single-purpose and dedicated location, smartphones 

provided mobility and flexibility of use. 

Introduction 

To develop models and theories about a behavior, researchers first need the right tools to collect 

reliable information about the users, following which they analyze and discover patterns of use. 

Self-reporting tools such as mobile devices are common in the assessment of behavior and 

context in various disciplines, and is referred to by variety of names: the experience sampling 

method (ESM) (Conner et al. 2009; Hektner, Schmidt, and Csikszentmihalyi 2007), diaries 

(Palen and Salzman 2002; Pielot et al. 2015), ecological momentary assessment (EMA) 

(Shiffman, Stone, and Hufford 2008) and ground-truth labeling (Chang, Paruthi, and Newman 

2015). Its popularity in the HCI and Health community is noted for its use in studies related to 

personal informatics, the Quantified Self, lived informatics, and self-monitoring of health and 

wellness. ESM allows for soliciting of information from its users about their behavior and 

contexts at a relatively high frequency (often 6-10 times in a day). Immediate responses reduce 

recall biases that may occur when using retrospective methods such as diary study (Beal 2015:2). 

The use of smartphones for ESM studies followed its increasing ownership, improving ease of 

use, and increasing use of physical sensors. Moreover, smartphones are found to be proximal 

within the same room as their users almost 90% of the time, and within arm’s reach almost 50% 

of the time (Dey et al. 2011). A recent increase in the adoption of smartwatches and the growing 

interest in wearables has further intrigued researchers about the possibility of using these as self-

reporting devices. Smartwatches by their nature are always within arm’s reach when used, 

allowing for micro-interactions that lower the interaction burden, thus increasing reporting 

frequency (Ponnada et al. 2017). Yet, smartwatch interfaces come with their own set of 

disadvantages relative to smartphones, such as a high abandonment rate (Gartner Survey Shows 
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Wearable Devices Need to Be More Useful n.d.), additional effort required to learn their 

management (Min et al. 2015), and relatively limited screen real-estate. 

The interest in exploring newer device categories is guided by the goal of reducing the burden of 

high-frequency self-reporting and thus increasing the temporal density of reports. Increased 

temporal density may also imply greater coverage over time and contexts. One of the main 

strategies used is to reduce the time a user spends accessing the device (access time) while 

aiming for a high compliance rate. Multi-device experiences that take advantage of the 

complementary nature of different device types (Grubert, Kranz, and Quigley 2016) aim for 

similar goals by allowing the user to choose the most convenient device to achieve a task. A 

similar opportunity exists for self-reporting applications, where a wide range of multi-device 

approaches can make it easier for researchers and designers to choose a multi-device strategy 

that best fits their intended self-reporting application. For instance, in a hypothetical ESM study 

with children, it may not be wise to use smartphones at schools as their use may not be 

permitted. Instead, such a study might leverage single-purpose devices designed specifically for 

the intended application of self-reporting by children. 

The Internet of things (IOT) paradigm in itself represents many trends, one of them being the 

ability to design and build physical computational devices at low cost. This opens up an 

opportunity to build new forms of self-reporting devices that may come with their own sets of 

tradeoffs. In this paper, we present a class of self-reporting devices that are situated in the 

environments of their users, providing a more convenient way to self-report in certain contexts. 

Existing Situated Self-Reporting (SSR) devices have been shown to be unobtrusive and 

convenient tools that allow users to log repeating actions (Yekeh et al. 2015).  

In this paper, we first articulate the design space for SSR devices, enumerating key design 

dimensions other than their situatedness, such as their mode of interaction (e.g. touch, voice), 

complexity of supported constructs, and energy requirements (e.g. battery-powered, connected 

source). Building upon this, we present the design and implementation of Heed, an instantiation 

of an SSR device that is distributed, low-power, low-cost, supports multiple simple constructs, 

and has a wooden enclosure with embedded sensors that support touch interactions.  
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To explore the tradeoffs offered by SSR devices, we conducted two studies of one-week 

duration, one with 10 and one with 7 users in their natural environments, with two distinct types 

of device interaction. The qualitative and quantitative findings from the paper will inform the 

future design of situated self-reporting devices.  

In the rest of the paper, we review existing literature and highlight the opportunity to the design 

space for Situated Self-Reporting (SSR) devices. We then present the design and implementation 

of Heed, an instantiation of an SSR device. Based on the findings from a one-week pilot with 10 

users and another with 7 users, we uncover insights on the characteristics and advantages of 

Heed. Qualitatively we uncovered themes of use along dimensions of user preference such as 

situational and social context, notifications, and location of use. We show that Heed devices 

were complementary to smartphones in nuanced ways. While the advantage of Heed was its 

single-purpose and dedicated location, smartphones provided mobility and flexibility of use. 

Finally, we discuss what we learned about the design of SSR devices from the design and 

evaluation of Heed. The lessons we learned have implications for the design of SSR devices that 

may be deployed in future real-world studies. Moreover, we present some unintended 

consequences of SSR devices that researchers should be aware of. 

Related Work 

Self-reporting involves manual work that imposes a high burden. Self-reporting by Quantified 

Selfers is noted to cause fatigue that may lead users to abandon self-tracking (Choe et al. 2014). 

HCI researchers have thus explored multiple approaches to how the burden of self-reporting can 

be reduced. Such approaches include: utilizing novel user interfaces (Truong, Shihipar, and 

Wigdor 2014:2; Zhang, Pina, and Fogarty 2016), understanding the role that choice of strategy 

plays in answering research questions (Lathia et al. 2013), and understanding the effects of 

choices of devices (Hernandez et al. 2016; Ponnada et al. 2017).  

Moreover, self-reporting approaches are commonly subject to bias due to the times available to a 

person to respond. For instance, if smartphones are used, users can respond only when they are 

able to engage with them. A user who is away from the smartphone may not wish to or be able to 

engage. Similar to the choice of device, choice of trigger strategy also leads to biases in 
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reporting. Lathia et al. 2013 demonstrate that the specific design of an experience sampling 

approach (e.g. random sampling, contextual sampling) is linked to bias in the resulting data 

(Lathia et al. 2013). Furthermore, it can be argued that infrequently occurring events of interest 

may occur at times when either there is no trigger for response (no notification or the user 

doesn’t have access to the smartphone, or the user doesn’t remember to initiate an interaction), or 

when a user perceives the smartphone to be intrusive or stress-inducing and decides not to 

interact with it. 

The difficulty in accessing the smartphone further contributes to the burden of using it to answer 

questions, especially when smartphones are often not within arm’s reach (Dey et al. 2011). This 

perceived barrier to the behavior of self-reporting may result in lower compliance with ESM 

studies or a lack of motivation to use quantified-self applications. ESM studies have found the 

optimal frequency for prompts to mitigate annoyance  (Wen et al. 2017). Intrusiveness is also 

known to be alleviated by the use of decision theory methods to generate prompts at opportune 

moments and reduce the overall number of prompts (Mathur, Lane, and Kawsar 2016). 

The earliest ESM studies used dedicated, single-use reporting devices such as pagers to remind 

user to initiate paper reports (Csikszentmihalyi and Larson 2014). These devices were designed 

for the single purpose of generating self-reporting reminders. Although the same kind of visual 

triggers continue to be used in smartphones to solicit reports from users, the single-purpose 

nature has been lost. It may be argued that the multi-purpose nature of smartphones may have 

reduced the perceived importance of the self-reporting task. 

One way to minimize access time while keeping the single purpose is to design dedicated self-

reporting devices placed in the environment of the user. SAL (a simple, situated ambient logger) 

was found to be unobtrusive and convenient for logging progress towards behavior goals (Yekeh 

et al. 2015). The lower cost of IOT provides an opportunity to design SSR devices that are 

personalized for an intended user and application. Inspired by similar comparative studies of 

self-reporting devices that quantified the trade-offs of using earlier approaches such as PDAs 

(Burgin et al. 2013), pen-and-paper (Berkman, Giuliani, and Pruitt 2014), and more recently 

smartwatches (Intille et al. 2016) and head-mounted displays (Hernandez et al. 2016), we sought 
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to explore the design space of low-cost self-reporting devices that are situated in the environment 

of the user. 

Design Process and Implementation 

Situated Self-Reporting Devices 

Situated devices that are commonly found in any modern home (e.g. thermostats, home 

assistants, refrigerator) are placed by users in their environments to fit certain physical 

constraints or satisfice to meet their personal preferences. The situatedness of such devices 

provide the user with ease of access in the relevant context. We expect that the ease of use 

offered by situated devices can also be leveraged to lower the burden of self-reporting in certain 

contexts. In the following paragraphs, we first define situated self-reporting (SSR) devices and 

briefly discuss some of the design dimensions that came up from our brainstorming. We then 

present an instantiation of SSR device, that we designed, built, and evaluated in order to explore 

the design space of SSR devices. 

SSR Device is a situated device intended to be placed in a location to optimize user’s self-

reporting efficacy. Smartphone and watch interfaces for self-reporting have seen much interest 

by researchers in their design-space explorations. The design of SSR devices remains largely 

unexplored, however, with the notable exception of SAL (Kummerfeld et al. 2015), a small, 

situated, ambient logger designed for personal goal tracking. SAL, inspired by Weiser’s original 

vision for ambient, calm, and peripheral computing (Weiser and Seely Brown n.d.), was found to 

be an unobtrusive and convenient way for users to log repeated actions that they intended to 

perform. Our abstract notion of SSR devices extends these ideas with the aim of systematically 

exploring some of their key design dimensions. 

The design of SSR devices can vary along any of the design dimensions associated with situated 

devices, only some of which may directly affect the self-reporting behavior of users. For 

instance, interaction with SSR devices is meant for the specific purpose of self-reporting on a 

given measure. The type of interaction (e.g. touch, gesture) supported by a device may thus 

depend on what is to be measured by it. For instance, if the goal of an ESM study is to measure 

the stress level of the user while driving, an SSR device in the car may use voice interaction 
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rather than touch interaction. In the same scenario, an SSR device in the car may utilize the car’s 

power source to charge itself rather than relying on its own battery.  

In this paper, we aim to illuminate the design space of SSR devices using Heed, a system 

consisting of a simple instantiation of SSR devices. Heed devices are intended to enable general 

users to report simple measures of activities, stress, sleepiness and social context. Heed devices 

are low-cost SSR devices, distributed in certain chosen locations by the user to optimize the 

user’s self-reporting behavior. Table 3 describes Heed’s characteristics, along with other 

enumerated design dimensions of SSR devices. A Heed device is designed to complement or 

challenge a user’s preference for the smartphone as a self-reporting device. We evaluated the use 

of Heed devices in a real-world study to investigate the influence of key characteristics such as 

the location and context of its use on users’ willingness to report.  

Implementation 

Heed Devices 

Heed devices are to be located in the most visited spaces of the user. Moreover, the form of a 

Heed device must evoke a sense of duty to report; yet, being a physical part of user’s décor, it 

must not stand out. Such opposing intentions directed our initial exploration of materials and the 

 

Figure 3. (Left) Individual components of each device laid out. (right) Final devices 
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physical design of Heed such that the devices were neither too ambient nor too distracting. Each 

device was intended to be placed in a location of the user’s choice. This constrained our design 

to a device that must run continuously, without needing the user to charge it, for the duration of 

the study. Furthermore, we designed the device to sync with the user’s smartphone via Bluetooth 

for two reasons: a) it allows the device to trigger notifications only when the user is nearby and 

b) it allows the device to sync in real time, thus avoiding unnecessary lag. 

We used a circular soft-potentiometer that consumed relatively less power than capacitive touch. 

The device consists of a microcontroller, a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) module, a linear touch 

sensor, and an LED. We used an off-the-shelf low-power BLE + microcontroller module (BLE 

Nano n.d.). Figure 3 shows each of these components laid out on a table. The devices were 

optimized for low power, going to sleep at night and after a report was made. To minimize the 

space requirements, we designed our own Printed Circuit Board, integrating all the components 

in a small form factor. The code was written and uploaded to each device using the Arduino IDE.  

We chose the form of the device to be compact and have a round shape for aesthetic reasons. A 

minimal form factor allowed us to fit up to seven touch points, thus supporting interactions 

necessary for simple constructs such as a five-point Likert scales. We chose wood as the material 

for the enclosure for two main reasons. Firstly, wood is reported to inspire a perceived sense of 

durability (Odom et al. 2009). Secondly, we received positive feedback about the wood during 

our iterative design process. The wood enclosure was overlaid with a button map printed on 

glossy sticker paper, allowing it to be easily customized for the intended self-reporting task. A 

laser cutter was utilized to prepare the wood and paper enclosures.   

The final design of the Heed device offers personalization for the user, the specific application of 

self-reporting, and the intended context of the interaction. For instance, the device interface can 

be easily appropriated to the intended research question by allowing a different paper enclosure 

to be pasted on the top. A disadvantage of Heed’s design is the lack of flexibility offered by the 

interface with respect to the dynamic content that can be shown on a smartphone screen. We note 

that such constraints are mostly due to the cost and energy requirements of Heed and may be 

circumvented by other SSR devices. 
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Table 3. Selected design dimensions of SSR devices and the instantiation of Heed on those dimensions. 

Design 
Dimension 

Description Heed’s 
characteristics 

Mode of 
Interaction 

How does the user interact with the device? Possibilities 
include voice prompts, touch or gestures. 

Touch 

Notification 
type 

How is the user reminded to self-report? Possibilities 
include haptic, sound and lights 

Single light 
notification 

Construct 
complexity 
supported 

What kinds of self-reporting constructs are supported by 
the device? Device may support a one or more than one 
simple construct items (e.g. stress level), or may support 
multi-dimensional constructs (Mood-Affect) or 
composite constructs. 

Multiple simple 
constructs 

Context 
Awareness 

How much does the device adapt to its sensed context? 
For instance, its notification is triggered by user’s 
proximity or other contexts.  

Notifications are 
shown when the 
user was nearby 

Number of 
users 

How many users does the device serve? Possibilities 
include a single user device or a multi-user device.  

Single user 

Distributed How many devices does the user use? A system may 
consist of one or more than one self-reporting devices 

Heed is a single 
user - many devices 

Material What materials were used for the device? Materials affect 
the durability as well as the feelings that may evoke in 
participants. Possibilities include wood, ceramic, and 
plastics. 

Wood along with a 
glossy paper 
overlay for the 
interface. 

Cost of 
device 

How much does it cost to make the hardware?  Very low cost (~$5) 

Energy 
requirements 

How is the device powered? Possibilities include an 
always connected power source, user is asked to charge, 
and self-contained power source.  

Runs without 
charging for ~7 
days 

Connectivity How does the device send or receive data? Possibilities 
include direct Wi-Fi connection, user’s phone, etc. 

Uses Bluetooth to 
connect to phone 

Other 
reporting 
features 

What are the ways user can report on the device? 
Possibilities include participatory, in-situ and post-hoc. 
Does the device provide the ability to edit/ undo reports 
previously made? 
 

Only in-situ 

Purpose What is the purpose of the device? Is it a single-purpose 
device? Or is it multi-purpose? If a conversational home-
assistant is used for self-reporting, it will be a multi-
purpose SSR. SAL had two main purposes of logging and 
reflecting on one’s progress towards a goal. 

Single-purpose 
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Heed Phone App 

The app is instrumented to perform four fundamental tasks: a) allow self-reports to be made on 

the smartphone, b) collect the user’s location, c) collect smartphone and Heed device usage data, 

and d) manage Heed devices. Notifications to self-report remain visible for one minute and then 

disappear (Figure 4). The app tracks the user’s location every five minutes in addition to 

whenever an action is performed. The app connects with and syncs data with nearby devices. It 

could trigger a pre-programmed or a dynamic notification on Heed devices. The app also allows 

the user and researchers to configure the time window within which notifications can be made, 

and other study-relevant parameters. 

The software was written in HTML/JavaScript using Cordova libraries (Apache Cordova n.d.). 

Although the app works on multiple mobile platforms, Android was targeted as the distribution 

platform because it allowed the application to run in the background. The software required 

Internet connectivity to transmit participants’ reports and other system logs. 

Evaluation  

The design process outlined above culminated in two one-week-long studies, one with 10 and the 

other with 7 externally recruited participants. The rationale for using two studies was to explore 

the use of devices for reporting different constructs that required different kinds of interactions. 

Stress 

and 

 

Figure 4. (Left) Notification from the Heed app. (Right) The reporting interface on the 

app. 
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sleepiness may be reported on a Likert scale, while activity reporting requires multiple options. 

All participants were selected for the one-week study based on their smartphone’s compatibility 

with our apparatus (any version of Android 4 or later was allowed).   

In both studies, participants were asked to use their smartphones as they normally would. They 

were asked to choose either the smartphone or a Heed device based on what they found 

convenient. The incentive for participating in either study was $65 for seven days of reporting. 

Web-diary interface. At the end of the day, we asked participants to use a web-based diary tool 

that we developed to verify the data they provided throughout the day, as well as share any 

overall comments or feedback. This data was used to guide our final interview. The web diary is 

essential for this particular study as it allows us to measure the accuracy of Heed and smartphone 

reports. 

Final Interview. At the end of the study, all participants were asked to return to the lab for a 

follow-up interview. At the end of the final interview, we asked participants to answer a post-

study questionnaire that asked them to evaluate certain characteristics of the two device types, 

including the comfort of use, the effect on social interactions, the effect on their stress levels, and 

the likelihood of future use. 

Table 4. Details of the two studies 
 Study 1 Study 2 

Self-reporting 
measures 

Activities and Social Stress and Sleepiness 
levels 

Interaction 
type 

Activities: Select from options 
Social: Tap if with people 

Likert scale (1-5) 

Study design 2 days only Phone 
2 days only Heed 

3 days both Phone and Heed 

7 days both Phone and 
Heed 

Number of 
Heed devices 

per participant 

5 3 
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Study 1: Activity and Social Context Reporting 

In the first study, we recruited 10 participants for a one-week field evaluation. The study was 

conducted between April and May, 2017. Each participant was provided with five Heed devices, 

out of which one was to be carried around. We asked participants to report on two measures: a) 

the activities they were doing, and b) if they were with other people. Activity tracking is 

commonly used in time-use studies. Moreover, reported activities provide deeper insights into 

the context in which a device or smartphone was used.  

During the initial interview, we asked participants to reflect on their geo-spatial patterns and 

space use in their most visited spaces. We then guided them to choose the locations where they 

would place the devices (kitchen, bedroom, etc.) and the activity labels on the devices, relevant 

to those locations (e.g. bedroom-> sleep, personal care, entertainment, etc.). We then customized 

the five devices for each participant by printing the overlay for each device on sticker paper. 

Each overlay, consisted of seven buttons, 5 buttons were labelled as the activities that user 

decided for the location of that device, one as “other”, and one as “with people”. In our backend, 

each device mapped to a single location and the buttons on the device to a list of activities as 

printed on the overlay (that are likely to happen in that location). Participants were asked to 

report either during an activity or at the end of an activity. If they had begun a new activity and it 

 

Figure 5. In Study 1, users reported their activities by pressing the button with the label of their 
activity. They reported their social context by pressing the button with the label “with people” if they 

with other people. 
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had been less than 15 minutes, they were asked to report the previous activity. Participant could 

also report their “Sleep” right after they wake up.  

On Heed, the user reports their activity by pressing the button with the label of their activity 

(Figure 5). The activities were chosen and adapted from the literature (Ainsworth et al. 2000). 

On the phone, participants were instructed to report their location with room-level granularity 

(e.g. home-bedroom) as we are specifically interested in indoor activities. 

Participants were asked to use their smartphones as they normally would. We divided the study 

duration into three phases. For the first phase (~2 days), participants reported only via their 

smartphones. In the second phase (~2 days), participants reported only via the Heed devices. In 

the third phase (~3 days), participants chose either the smartphone or the devices when reporting. 

The distribution of days was selected for qualitative purposes, to help participants distinguish 

between the use of smartphones and Heed. We assigned the maximum number of days to the 

simultaneous use condition in order to study the use of the devices as intended. 

Study 2: Stress and Sleepiness reporting  

In the second study, we recruited 8 participants for a one-week field evaluation. The study was 

conducted between May and June, 2017. Each participant was provided with three Heed devices 

to be placed in three of their most-visited spaces. We asked participants to report on two 

measures: stress and sleepiness. Stress and sleepiness are commonly tracked in ESM studies. We 

used a five-point Likert scale for the two constructs as suggested by other works (Hernandez et 

 
Figure 6. In Study 2, users reported their stress and sleepiness reporting by first pressing the measure 

and then a number indicating their level 
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al. 2016; Wild-Hartmann et al. 2013). The interfaces for activity reporting on Heed and 

smartphones are shown in Figure 6. Similar to the first study, during the initial interview, we 

guided participants to choose locations where they might place the devices (kitchen, bedroom, 

etc.). 

Method 

Data Analysis 

In-depth semi-structured interviews were conducted by the first author with all 17 participants. 

Each interview lasted approximately 45 to 60 minutes. The qualitative data analysis harnessed 

open coding and thematic analysis techniques but partly relied on a phenomenological analysis 

strategy during the first stage of reading the transcripts (Creswell 2013; Lopez and Willis 2004). 

Such a strategy allowed us to construct participants’ daily experience with the Heed devices and 

the smartphone application. Three members of the research team read transcripts while listening 

to audio-recordings in an effort to reflect the on-site presence and participants’ context in the 

analysis process. We highlighted meaningful statements and noted spontaneously emerging 

thoughts in the margins of the transcripts (bracketing (Shosha 2012)). The purpose of this 

practice was to help us reflectively set aside our prejudices or preconceptions regarding Heed 

and the smartphone application usage and to attain a certain level of “neutrality” during the 

analysis process (Guba and Lincoln 1985).  

During this process, we extracted 156 meaningful statements and created memos on each of 

them. Each memo contained participants’ feedback, memorable experiences, and thoughts for 

further improvement, with regard to the Heed device and the smartphone application. In another 

round of analysis, coded data were grouped under themes using affinity diagrams (Wikipedia 

2017a). This initial construction of the data structure went through a couple of verification 

processes of active reflection on the interview transcripts and the audio-recordings, and it was 

reconstructed through the data reduction. Five theme clusters are presented as a result of the final 

data reduction: 1) Reporting behavior, 2) Role of notifications, 3) Complementary nature of 

smartphones and Heed, 4) Location of Heed Devices, and 5) Unexpected social events. 
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Data Overview 

One participant dropped out of Study 2 as she had privacy concerns about leaving her Bluetooth 

and GPS switched on at all times. Two participants reported having participated in ESM studies 

before. Five participants reported having done some kind of self-reporting in the past for 

personal reasons. Almost all participants reported that they kept their smartphones in silent or 

do-not-disturb mode in their natural use. One participant reported changing the notification mode 

for the study so that she could report more. Most participants in Study 1 mentioned that they 

would like to decrease the time they spent on the phone, and would not like to use it while 

working. In the pre-study questionnaire, all users mentioned that they generally kept their phones 

in silent or Do Not Disturb mode. Table 5 shows the distribution of our participants in terms of 

some demographic variables. 

In the post-study questionnaire, we compared participants’ scores for Heed and smartphone for 

the following characteristics: the comfort of use, the effect on social interactions, the effect on 

their stress levels, and the likelihood of future use. There was no significant difference between 

the scores. We observed an increase in participants’ overall scores on quality of Heed reports 

from Study 1 to Study 2 (p=.08). This was probably because a number of technical issues related 

Table 5. Demographics of the study conducted. 

 Study 
1 

Study 
2 

All 10 7 
Male 7 4 

Female 3 3 
Age 18-25 3 0 
Age 26-35 7 4 
Age 36-45 0 1 
Age 46-55 0 2 

Occupation: 
Academic 

10 1 

Occupation: 
Professional 

0 6 
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to the unresponsiveness of devices were fixed prior to Study 2, thus making the Heed devices 

more reliable in the second study.  

We received much feedback on the physical form factor and choice of materials of Heed. The 

overall feedback was positive, with a few exceptions. The choice of LED light for notification 

elicited feedback from participants, with many of them suggesting the use of sound in the future. 

We do not go into detail regarding such findings as we wanted to restrict ourselves to those 

findings that are most relevant to SSR devices. 

Results 

Our findings shed light on the use of smartphone and Heed devices for self-reporting in the two 

studies we conducted. Overall, we found that both device types presented some advantages over 

the other. For instance, almost all participants felt the smartphone was more convenient to report 

from while on the go. On the other hand, the Heed devices were preferred for their simplicity of 

interaction when they were within reach and visible.  

In the following subsections, we first briefly discuss descriptive quantitative data on the 

reporting behavior for the two studies. We support some of the analysis with quotations from 

participants to further clarify the findings. Following the quantitative analysis, we present the 

most important themes that emerged from the analysis of the qualitative data. These themes 

included a) use of notifications; b) the complementary nature of smartphone and Heed devices in 

terms of their mobility, use in different situations, and overall use; c) use of smartphone and 

Heed devices in different locations; and d) the impact of the physical characteristics of the Heed 

devices. Each theme is supported by participant quotes. The participant ids are in the order of 

their participation, so P1-10 were in Study 1 and P11 to P18 were in Study 2. 

Reporting Behavior  

An important goal of an ESM tool is to ensure a high frequency of reporting, ensuring coverage 

over different situations. This section compares the report frequency when using Heed devices 

with the frequency when using a smartphone. Since our study intentionally allowed participants 

to report at their own discretion, we separate the analysis of those reports made in response to 
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notifications from those that were made by participants at their own discretion. Moreover, for 

Study 1, our analysis only compares the condition when both the smartphone and Heed devices 

were in use simultaneously.  

Overall reporting frequency 

Our analysis showed no significant difference in the report frequency for smartphones and Heed 

devices, suggesting that overall the use of Heed was comparable to that of the smartphone. The 

report frequency is calculated by dividing the number of reports made by the total duration of the 

study condition. Total duration is calculated as the number of days that passed between the first 

and the last report. For instance, participant 1 made 19 reports in 2.8 days, making the report 

frequency equal to 6.7. 

Effect of (not) having notifications 

One of our design motivations was to know if physically situated Heed devices would elicit more 

responses because they act as triggers for users to report without the need for notifications. In 

Figure 7, we compare the report frequency of the respective devices in the two notification 

conditions. We observed a significantly higher report frequency via the Heed devices when users 

reported at their own discretion (p=.02) in Study 1. There was no significant difference in the 

report frequency or the compliance rate of making reports when user were notified. We did not 

see a significant difference in Study 2. 

In Study 1, we also see that the report frequency for the smartphone was significantly higher 

when users were notified than when users reported on their own. The opposite was true for Heed 

devices; that is, the report frequency was significantly higher when users reported on their own 

than when they were notified (p=.02). This indicates that Heed devices work better when users 

are asked to report on their own accord. For Study 2, we did not observe any significant effect.  

Effect of activities, time-of-day, and social context 

Knowing the relationship between activities and social contexts of a user can give us further 

insight into the use of SSR devices in conjunction with smartphones. Participants reported on 

their activities and social situations in Study 1, and their stress and sleepiness in Study 2. This 

additional data, along with the timing of each report, provided us with additional context for their 
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reports. We observed significantly higher report frequencies from Heed devices when users 

reported the activities food (p=.03) and sleep (p=.01), and when they reported being alone 

(p=.01), while there was no significant difference when they reported engaging in other activities 

or being with other people. For Study 1, we observed significantly more reports in the morning 

(p=.02) and afternoon (p=.01), while there was no such difference in Study 2. For Study 2, we 

see significantly more reports from the smartphone when participants reported their stress to be 

at level 2 and 3 (5 being the highest). We didn’t see any significant difference in the sleepiness 

reports. 

Role of Notifications 

Perceptions of phone use affect use of Heed 

Our quantitative analysis of Study 1 showed that users reported on Heed significantly more often 

than on smartphones when reporting on their own accord. One reason for this is suggested by the 

difference in participant responses in the initial and post-study questionnaires when asked about 

the future use of each device. Participants in Study 1 scored smartphones significantly lower  

than participants in Study 2 (p=.04). Moreover, in the pre-study questionnaire, Study 1 

participants (mostly academic) qualitatively reported their perceptions of using smartphones as 

something they would like to avoid more in their daily life. For instance, P6 said, “Yes. I try to 

stay away from it during office hours: 8 am - 5 pm, Monday – Friday.” This view on phone use 

was absent from participant responses from Study 2. For instance, P14 said, “I look at my phone 

at least every 15 minutes, except for during some blocks of time at work when I am in meetings.” 

Heed devices serve as a physical reminder 

Qualitatively, our expectation about Heed devices serving as a physical reminder was confirmed. 

Several participants reported responding to Heed devices for this reason. P7 mentioned this 

explicitly while comparing the access times between the two devices: “I see them around the 

house, which is, I guess, a more physical reminder. On the phone, I had to physically open the 

app. I had to navigate through the screen to get there. With this device, it's just there.” 
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Notifications can be ignored for multiple reasons 

Notifications are an integral component of any self-reporting application. Participants recalled 

many instances when notifications worked and when they did not work. Most interesting were 

those that talked about when notifications were ignored. 

Several participants noted the lack of importance they attached to smartphone app notifications, 

leading them to completely ignore the notifications in many cases. A reason often mentioned was 

the smartphone notification being one of many other notifications the smartphone showed them. 

P7 said, “On the phone, (ignored) quite often. It would tell me, "Why don't you report now?" And 

I'll be like, "It's okay. I can do it later." Probably because the notification on the phone is less 

intrusive, I would say…..Yeah. I would say I ignored it pretty often on the phone.”  

Additionally, being involved in another high-priority task on the smartphone also affected the 

likelihood of responding to self-reporting notifications on the smartphone. P16 reported ignoring 

the notification when involved in another task: “On the phone it was usually like, ‘Oh, I see this 

notification, but I have another thing I need to use my phone for right now so I'm going to ignore 

it.’ I'm trying to do something at work or I'm trying to get ahold of my partner or something like 

that. I would just ignore it… ” 

We expected that participants would be less likely to ignore notifications from the Heed devices; 

however, several participants reported ignoring those notifications as well. Participants 

  
Figure 7. (Left) Comparison of report-frequency between devices when the user reported at their own 
discretion in the two studies. (Right) The compliance to notifications for each device type in the two 

studies. 
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mentioned the repetitive nature of manual self-reporting, indicating a decreasing level of interest 

as they continued using the devices. P15 noted ignoring Heed notifications when he felt that 

nothing had changed since the last report. He said, “Even though I see a notification I wouldn’t 

report it because I would have sent it just one hour before, so I would still wait for half an hour 

to do it. It’s not that I don’t see the notification. I see it, but I ignore it. I don’t ignore it, I just 

procrastinate it because I am very concentrated, so my levels wouldn’t have changed.” 

We also saw notifications on both smartphones and Heed devices being ignored when 

participants felt tired or lazy, making users procrastinate when tired. P9 said he felt a lack of 

energy at night to report: “I was like doing something, "Oh, yeah. I'll do that later," or 

something. It's not like consciously avoiding that kind of thing, but being reluctant to actually do 

the job. Yeah, and especially late at night. After 10:30 and that kind of thing, I would say.” 

Complementary Nature of Smartphone and Heed Devices 

Participants’ preference between the self-reporting devices varied from time to time, with 

preferences over mobility, interaction and activities being the most important factors.  

Smartphones when moving, Heed when stationary 

In Study 1, we expected that participants, even while moving around, might find using Heed 

devices to be more convenient than using smartphones because of the shorter access time. 

Although we found this to be true in some cases where participants noticed the device in their 

pocket and were reminded to report, we found that most participants found carrying an extra 

device for self-reporting to be redundant. P5 said, “Like, yeah. 'Cause the thing is what makes 

the device redundant is because I'm always having my phone when I'm outside my room, so I just 

find it like painful to like report on a separate thing as opposed to a phone, but then like in the 

bedroom, I'm almost like, I don't sit with the phone in my pocket, so like the device is more 

convenient.” Although Heed devices were not preferred for carrying around, our assumptions 

about the tradeoffs offered by SSR devices was confirmed as participants preferred Heed when 

they were stationary and smartphones when they were moving. P16 stated this in her own words: 

“I think they're really complementary in these being stationary somewhere and then the phone 

being the piece if I'm like away for an extended period of time. They're extremely 
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complementary. Where I would probably be less prone to use them is if this was to travel around 

with me.”  

Heed’s low interaction burden in certain situations 

Heed, by its design, required less time to access and start interacting with. One of our 

assumptions about Heed devices imposing a lower interaction burden was confirmed by 

participants’ reactions as they pointed out many reasons. For this analysis, we ignored those that 

were related to the nature of micro-interactions, because smartphone interfaces could have used 

lock-screen widgets or gestures. Instead, we analyzed other instances which highlight some of 

the SSR characteristics of Heed, such as its single-purpose nature. For example, P7 pointed out 

that the interface of Heed differed from that of the smartphone in one important way: the Heed 

interface never goes away, while it’s easy to “leave” an interface on the phone. She said, “Maybe 

it feels less effort to report on device. ... Maybe because all the choices are presented in front of 

you, again, in a physical sense. And then you don't have to leave forever. I guess, if I'm using my 

phone and I need to report, I have to, if I'm not ... If I'm using it, that means I have to leave 

whatever I'm doing. Or if I'm not using it to do the whole motion of opening it up and everything 

again. Sometimes it takes a while for the screen on the phone to load, whereas the device is 

always there”.  

Heed’s shorter access time is only available to its user when the participant is near the device. 

This meant that only certain situations (activities and locations) allowed Heed’s advantages to be 

successfully leveraged. We note some of these in the following paragraphs. 

Heed when engaged in Focus work 

We found certain situations to influence the preference for one device over the other. One such 

situation that several participants pointed out was that of being engaged in focused work. During 

this activity, participants were more likely to be distracted by a smartphone than by Heed. P2, a 

Ph.D. student, highlighted the less disruptive nature of Heed: “I really like entering on the device 

like this. It's not as disruptive to my workflow compared to the phone, which usually leads me to 

check other notifications and emails… (Heed) is already on my desk, I can see the light flashing 

sometimes, and if I'm focused on work, it doesn't distract my attention by leading me to check 

other activities on my phone.” Moreover, she described the smartphone as distracting when she 
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was trying to focus on her work: “Yeah, it depends on my work. If I have a meeting that day, or if 

I'm just feeling really focused, then I liked using the [Heed] device, because it's not as 

distracting. You know, once you check on the phone, or once your interest is on the phone, you 

end up checking other stuff on the phone as well.” 

Heed when with friends 

Our quantitative findings showed greater use of Heed when participants were alone. Some 

participants noted that this happened because when they were with friends, they were likely to 

zone out and not look at the devices. P18 stated that he preferred to use the smartphone when he 

was with his friends but he reported much less often in such situations, while he reported using 

Heed a lot more at work when alone: “So when I am always out of my desk, like I was hanging 

out with my friend within this weekend, at those times I had to report with the phone... It's like I 

report way less compared to when I do it in front of my desk. When I'm doing it in front of my 

desk, whether I busy or not I don't care. It's just very easy to do. On a phone probably I will not 

do it… I think for work this (Heed device) is amazing.” 

Heed when phone is not near 

Situations when users preferred Heed also included those when the phone is not available 

nearby. Several participants pointed out cases when their phone was charging and Heed 

happened to be nearby. In P15’s case he had to choose between going downstairs or choosing the 

nearby device: “I was seeing some TV series on my couch, and the device was on the coffee table 

and I saw it blinking. And my phone was downstairs. This walking distance is less than going 

down. I took this device and just recorded from there.” Similar instances of the smartphone not 

being around may also occur when a participant has moved from one place to another: “Like 

when I'm at my desk, my phone might be on the bed. But, I tended not to move the [Heed] device 

around then. So the device was good then, in such situations.” 

On the other hand, there were several cases where participants preferred to use smartphones. P2 

noted that when she was already engaged with the smartphone, she preferred that. P2 reflected 

on this in her daily diary: “I'm starting to think that whether I record on the phone or the device 

more often is mostly driven by whether I have a lot of work that day (device) or if I'm checking 

my phone a lot (phone). It's just whichever is more readily available.” The smartphone being a 
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multi-purpose device allows users to engage in many different activities. Although smartphones 

were preferred during less important activities, notifications were found to be ignored when the 

activity on the smartphone was too important to be distracted from. For instance, P16 reported 

ignoring notifications when he was trying to reach his partner or get some work done: “When I 

noticed it on the device I would almost always report. On the phone it was usually like, "Oh, I 

see this notification, but I have another thing I need to use my phone for right now so I'm going 

to ignore it." I'm trying to do something at work or I'm trying to get ahold of my partner or 

something like that. I would just ignore it, blaze past it and go into whatever task I was doing. I 

would find I didn't feel like I had to return to report on that.” 

Location of Heed devices 

To be useful, self-reporting devices must have good coverage of contexts such as location. Our 

quantitative analysis shows a noticeable difference in reports made in the bedroom (p=.07) with 

the report frequency via Heed being higher than via smartphone. There was high variability in 

the report frequency across participants across indoor locations (Figure 4). Qualitatively, we 

found the following reasons for high variability: the type of room, the space use patterns of the 

user, and the visibility of the Heed devices. 

We found that the locations of Heed devices was regarded as good when the devices were easy 

to notice, especially when they were in the field of view of the participant. P4 reported that the 

Heed devices were easy to find when they were in the line of sight: “The one on my desk is right 

in front of me just below the monitor, I’m always seeing it. The one in the bedroom is right next 

to the bed, next to the mirror and I use the mirror … It was in an ideal location so I always saw 

it.” P2 mentioned that devices were also likely to be found when they were within the peripheral 

vision: “Basically I will see it out of the corner of my eye, if I'm looking at my second screen.(I 

have two screens at home.)”  

Heed devices were reported to be used more often because of their relative proximity to the user. 

For instance, P7 found Heed devices more accessible than her smartphone when she was at 

work, as she would often forget her smartphone in her jacket pocket in another corner of the 

room: “Oh, I guess the phone is more often out of the field of view. Sometime I will leave it in my 
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pocket, in my jacket just leaving it hanging there, not near me but at the corner of the room. 

Yeah, but the device, the BLE device is always there at the corner of my desk.”  

Heed devices were also noted to be used more when placed in a frequently accessed space. For 

instance, P15 mentioned using his device at his desk more as it was placed in an area that was 

accessed a lot and also had good visibility: “[Heed device] was on my table… I keep my laptop 

here, and on the left these are my snacks and everything else… Having the device in an area 

where I would generally go to control stuff or probably do something, as I thought that would the 

most obvious place that I would take notice of the notification, so I kept it there.” Furthermore, 

spaces that were visited frequently, especially during the transition from one room to another, 

also made good locations for Heed devices. P16 said, “Essentially I have a little ledge that 

separates our living room from the hall but we still have our bedrooms. That ledge also has a 

staircase next to it, which leads down to my maker space. So I pass that ledge when I'm at home 

like 50 times every day, not every hour. So I'm always walking by it so it's really easy to just 

always log everything from that.” 

A characteristic of the room that was found to influence device preference was the size of the 

room. It was noted by some participants that it was easier to use Heed in smaller rooms than in 

larger rooms. P5 said, “… especially like my living room and kitchen and stuff were just like 

much bigger, right? So it's like hard to have a stationary device and all that, like I won’t 

remember to see in which case the phone worked better…  But then in my bedroom because like 

it's much smaller and I could see the device from almost any angle and the green light. So the 

device worked better in like the bedroom….” 

Unexpected Social Events 

The physical presence of the Heed devices was reported by several participants to have attracted 

the attention of their friends, family and officemates. For instance, P14, who lived with her 

family, mentioned that the blinking notification on the Heed device turned into a family event: 

“One of the times I was outside doing yard work over the weekend, and my partner ran outside 

with one and was like, "The light is flashing." It was so funny. So the whole family got involved. 

So I pressed the button and the device was brought back inside.”  
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The social nature of Heed also led to some unintended social situations. In some instances, a 

participant’s acquaintance acted as a proxy for the reminder intended for the participant. In the 

case of P16, his partner noticed the blinking notification light on the device and let him know: 

“The other thing that was kind of funny is as it was lighting up, not only did I notice it, but then 

other people would notice it. So, if I had my partner was over she would be like "Hey, your thing 

is lighting up". I was like "Okay, I got to go touch it", and then I would go do it. Then I would 

explain to them what it was and they would like it and they would think that's kind of cool.” In 

one case, the participant’s partner noticed the device notification and then reported on behalf of 

the participant. “Oh, yeah. Actually, one time my boyfriend was in the bathroom and he was like, 

"Your device beeping." So I actually told him, "Why don't you just report for me so it stop 

beeping." Yeah. So I just told him, "Why don't you hit the ...," So I basically I told him to choose 

this option, the one that I was doing.” Here, the participant referred to the “blinking” notification 

light as “beeping.” 

In some cases, having novel physical devices created unintended tension and added stress to 

participants, mainly due to concern about how the devices might be perceived by others. This 

concern was shared by three participants, all of whom were foreign students. P12 was hesitant to 

place the device where everyone could see and instead placed it to the side where it was less 

noticeable to others: “Electronic device. You would see people putting tapes on their webcams 

these days. People are so conscious of their privacy and all that, so I didn't want them to suspect 

that I have some device capturing anything in the office.” A similar issue seemed to cause a 

 
Figure 8. The distribution of reports in Study 1 across different locations. Locations that were not in 

one of the above categories were categorized as Other. 
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severe reaction from P6, who was nervous about carrying or using Heed devices in public spaces 

due to the fear created by the socio-political climate at that time: “… then I had also this panic 

attack. Completely unreasonable, I guess, but I had this panic attack. I just want to remember 

when was it. I can't remember if it was when I was on the bus, or when I was in the workshop, 

but I had this moment of a sort of a panic attack. It was me thinking, "I am basically using this 

conspicuous device and pressing it in the middle of a crowded room, and I am a brown man. Are 

people going to think I am trying to set off a bomb here? I hope not." A similar sentiment was 

shared by another foreign student from South Asia (P5): “I was being very conscious about was 

like especially yesterday, I was initially going to take the device on the train, but then like 

because this is like this handmade device, and like you know, considering that someone freaked 

out about a bomb scare with like the university professor solving a math equation, I was kind of 

like a bit worried about carrying it with me.”  

Discussion 

Our findings show that Heed devices are a viable tool to have in a toolbox of self-reporting 

approaches. Overall, the report frequency of Heed devices is comparable to, if not more frequent 

than, the report-frequency of smartphones (as in Study 1). We saw that Heed devices benefit 

from their physical presence in the environment as users reported significantly more via Heed 

than via the smartphone when they reported on their own accord. Our qualitative findings show 

that Heed devices and smartphones complement each other in the contexts (activities and 

locations) in which they are preferred to be used. While the smartphone was preferred in 

situations where the user was moving around or already engaged in certain smartphone activities, 

Heed devices were preferred when the user was stationary and engaging in focused work (e.g. 

when users were engaged in a task and didn’t want to be distracted by email or other social 

communication.) Moreover, we saw a significantly higher use of Heed when participants 

reported food and sleep as their activities. Anecdotal evidence suggests the perception of the 

smartphone being too intrusive, increased the likelihood of the use of Heed devices during such 

activities.  

In Table 3, we presented some design dimensions that may be appropriate for SSR devices 

appropriate and the characteristics of Heed devices in terms of those dimensions. The findings of 
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our study highlighted the effect of certain design choices on the overall use of Heed devices. For 

instance, the minimal form factor and the low-power design of Heed devices allowed users to 

place them in their surroundings with ease. This, in turn, permitted the Heed system to be 

distributed. This led us to some key findings regarding preferences for locations of Heed devices 

that are generalizable to many SSR devices; that is, SSR devices are preferable to smartphones 

when they are in the field of view, within arm’s reach, in infrequently visited spaces, and in 

small spaces.  

Findings that relate to the situated nature of Heed devices have implications for a range of SSR 

devices. We noticed that the placement of Heed devices affected how aware users were of a 

device. This awareness, in turn, reminded users to initiate self-reports. We also noticed that the 

context of use affected the use of Heed devices. For instance, several participants preferred 

reporting on the smartphone when they were moving around and when they were already 

engaged in certain activities. On the other hand, Heed was preferred during activities that led 

users to be inclined to stay away from their smartphones, such as engaging focused work.  

Design Implications 

Many themes emerged after characterizing how our participants used the Heed devices and their 

smartphones to complete the self-reporting tasks. The ways in which they used these devices are 

indicative of how self-reporting devices should be designed, keeping in mind the actual practices 

of users. We present these themes as four key lessons learned in the design of SSR devices: 

Design or choose self-reporting tools that are suited for your participants 

A user’s perception of a self-reporting device significantly affects the preference for that device 

for self-reporting. ESM studies focusing on special populations such as children and elders could 

consider such preferences before deploying their tools for ESM studies. As an extreme case, 

doing a study with children may be impossible with smartphones given that smartphone use is 

often restricted during school hours. However, using an SSR device would allow researchers to 

solicit information from children on simple constructs in a relatively less distracting way.  
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We also see that the patterns of smartphone use can affect when users may choose to respond or 

ignore notifications. Such factors could play an important role, especially when the measure is 

directly related to such patterns, for instance, if a researcher wants to study the relationship 

between anxiety and social media using a smartphone-based ESM tool. The self-reporting 

behavior may be biased depending on the engagement level participants have during social-

media consumption, thus affecting their likelihood of ignoring the ESM notification. Ignored 

notifications may be programmed to return, but such behavior of the app may annoy a user, 

affecting future participation in the study. Although SSR devices have their own set of biases, 

they may complement smartphone use in such moments of interest. One may imagine the use of 

SSR devices in this hypothetical situation. Assuming children spend a significant amount of time 

in their bedrooms, they may be less likely to ignore a particular ambient light on a device 

soliciting them to touch one of the buttons. 

Leverage multi-device strategies for relevant measures 

Self-reporting applications such as quantified-self or ground truth labeling applications target 

general users. For such applications, a multi-device approach may be more suitable. For 

example, an activity-labeling study, similar to ours may leverage phone or smartwatch for 

activities during movement, while it could use SSR devices for indoor activities, especially when 

the devices are likely to be in the field of view of the user (e.g. on the desk at work, in the 

bedroom or in the bathroom). These kinds of multi-device self-reporting approaches complement 

each other. For multi-device studies that span multiple locations, it may be best to use SSR 

devices in conjunction with smartphones or wearables. 

Multi-device experiences intend to provide users with the most convenient way to accomplish a 

task within their current context (Grubert, Kranz, and Quigley 2016). For instance, smartwatches 

work best for people who wears them in situations where taking out a smartphone and navigating 

through its interface is too much of a burden. The notion of SSR devices intends to build on the 

multi-device paradigm, imagining their use specifically for self-reporting tasks. Home assistant 

devices such as Alexa and Google Assistant are increasingly being adopted in users’ homes. 

Such situated devices may be used as effective SSR devices, providing advantages over 

smartphones as shown in the findings of our paper. 
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Deploy SSR devices for real-world studies 

The use of SSR devices for real-world studies depends greatly on where they are placed in the 

environments of users. SSR devices may be well used when participants expect to spend time in 

a stationary environment and the devices can be found in frequently accessed or frequently 

visited spaces. Such placement of the devices can leverage an important advantage of such 

devices over smartphone; that is, their physical form serves as a reminder to initiate a self-report. 

Although such constraints may add some burden on the researchers, understanding such 

constraints for any self-reporting tool can greatly benefit ESM researchers.  

Unintended consequences may or may not have a positive impact on the reporting behavior 

The physical presence of SSR devices makes them visible to anyone in the space of the user. 

This may lead to unintended consequences for the user’s reporting behavior. Certain social 

situations may have positive impacts, as occurred in our study; for instance, the partner of a user 

may notice a notification on an SSR device and then, in turn, remind the user. A user’s 

acquaintance may even report for the user. Although we mainly saw such positive incidents in 

our study, it is possible that some of the reports may have been made unintentionally by 

acquaintances. The ability to know if the user is nearby, using the proximity of a smartphone, 

could be a useful feature in such situations.  

The social use of SSR devices is also affected by the socio-political climate around the user and 

may hinder its intended use. The look and feel of a device may then affect how SSR devices may 

be perceived by users and others around them. Systems could pay specific attention to the form 

of devices, such as making the look of the device more polished under such circumstances.  

Limitations 

Our evaluation of Heed devices with the goal of illuminating the design space for SSR devices 

has many limitations that may be addressed in future work. A one-week duration of study cannot 

assess the impact of device novelty. A longer duration is necessary to study the novelty of Heed. 

Our emphasis on qualitative analysis allowed us to gain deep insights into the use of Heed 

devices. Our findings also include results from some basic quantitative analysis. Such results 
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provide us with better insight but are limited due to the small number of participants, the short 

duration of the study, and a large number of contextual variables. 

We also wish to note some limitations of using Heed for other ESM studies. Heed places an extra 

burden on researchers to build and maintain the devices, thus requiring extra effort from 

researchers. Another downside of Heed worth noting is the additional effort required in placing 

the devices for the participants, as it requires thought and effort to understand participants’ 

spatial patterns. We hope that future studies can leverage tools and best practices to accomplish 

this in an easier way. 

We also note that we do not claim an overall lower burden of Heed devices in comparison to 

smartphones, as assumed in the design of the app. The smartphone app did not use lock-screen 

widgets or unlock-gestures, which could have significantly decreased the access time. Future 

studies may further unpack the situated nature of SSR devices separately from the interface 

elements that lower the burden on users to report. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a design exploration of situated self-reporting (SSR) devices. We 

designed and built the Heed system, consisting of an instantiation of SSR devices that are low-

cost, low-power, and have a simple form factor. Overall, we show that Heed devices 

complemented smartphones in their coverage of activities, locations and interaction preferences. 
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Chapter 5 Crowdsourcing Messages for Behavior 
Change Interventions 

 

In Chapter 1, we introduced the intervention generation step of a context-aware system. The 

interventions that rely on sending personalized content usually rely on computational logic to 

know the content of the intervention. However, current computational techniques fall short in 

generating certain types of content that are known to improve physical activity in people. One 

such type of content is physical activity promotion messages. Messages sent to mobile phones 

have been found to be effective for improving a range of health behaviors, including physical 

activity, medication adherence and weight loss (Wei, Hollin, and Kachnowski 2011). However, 

personalizing such messages in a scalable way remains a known challenge. Long-term 

interventions generally require a large number of messages written by experts. Reliance on 

experts limits the scalability of such interventions mainly due to the cost of hiring professional 

writers. Moreover, with the growing use of mobile phones, it is possible to develop applications 

that personalize messages to aspects of a user’s context, such as location, time of day and 

weather, thus creating a need for an even larger set of messages targeting many possible 

situations. 

We designed a crowdsourcing system to generate high-quality messages for physical activity 

promotion by employing a three-step pipeline that provides expert-written guidelines for lay 

writers. The system employs a strategy of generating a large number of messages and then 

filtering them based on their quality. In this paper, we present the evaluation of this system for 

generating physical activity promotion messages and empirically evaluated the quality of the 

messages generated. 

We conducted an empirical evaluation to assess quality and cost of crowdsourcing physical 

activity promotion messages generated by lay writers. We compared crowd-workers with 
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minimal training to professional writers in terms of the quality and cost of messages they 

generated as well as their ability to accurately rate message quality. In a blind evaluation, two 

professionals then evaluated the quality of messages written by experts and online crowd-

workers on a 10-point scale.  

Overall, as judged by the two experts, crowd-generated messages were as good as expert-

generated messages in about 65% of the cases. Moreover, we found that the per-message cost of 

using crowd-workers was about 15% less than the per-message cost of using experts, showing 

that the proposed crowdsourcing system is more efficient than experts in generating physical 

activity promotion messages. 

Introduction 

Messages sent to mobile phones have been found to be effective for improving a range of health 

behaviors, including physical activity, medication adherence and weight loss (Wei, Hollin, and 

Kachnowski 2011). Researchers have laid out guidelines for writing such messages to improve 

their effectiveness, such as tailoring messages in terms of type of framing (e.g. gain and 

loss)(Ledford 2012) and supporting participant autonomy (Ryan and Deci 2000).  Even though 

such approaches have been observed to be effective, their reliance on experts limits their use to 

well-funded or short-duration applications. Experts in health communication usually spend years 

in training and the cost of hiring them ranges around $30 per hour (Salary: Health 

Communications Specialist n.d.).  This high cost particularly affects tailored physical activity 

promotion interventions that aim to be used over the long term as they often require a large 

number of messages to support each user (Patrick et al. 2009).  

Advances in technology have opened the possibility of tailoring messages not only to individual 

characteristics such as the personality (Resnicow et al. 2014) and goals of the individual 

(Resnicow et al. 2008), but also to more dynamic traits such as the stage of change in a behavior 

change model such as the Trans-Theoretical Model (TTM) (Prochaska and Velicer 1997), the 

day of the week, and specific user preferences regarding motivational messages (Morandi and 

Serafin 2007). Furthermore, the possibility of using user modeling and machine learning (Akker, 

Jones, and Hermens 2014; op den Akker et al. 2015) allow for personalizing messages to even 

more dynamic factors such as affect (Liao, Shonkoff, and Dunton 2015), location, time of day, 
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weather and the activities of the user (Smith et al. 2017). This level of tailoring creates an 

explosion in the number of situations for which messages can be tailored.  

The situations arise from a combination of different contextual factors. To give a better sense, 

only three sensed contextual-features- location, time-of-day, weather can enable systems to infer 

a variety of situations a user is likely to be in. For instance, the situation of the user being in the 

Office (location), on an afternoon (time-of-day), and it being sunny outside (weather) is one of 

the situation that is inferred from sensing only three contextual features. Given the large number 

of situations that can arise from just three features (Table 6), we can expect that the number of 

situations increases quite rapidly as we add more sensed features. To provide contextually-

relevant messages, the system needs a large bank of messages for each of the inferred situation 

that the intervention aims to address. Moreover, the messages should also be tailored towards 

stable individual characteristics (for e.g. roles, goals, stage of behavior change) of every user.  

The need for a large set of messages creates an opportunity to use novel techniques like 

crowdsourcing. While health communication researchers are domain experts, crowdsourcing 

researchers have leveraged paid online crowd-workers on platforms such as Amazon Mechanical 

Turk 1 (AMT) for applications that are limited by human or technical resources. Crowdsourcing 

is defined as “a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a 

nonprofit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, 

                                                
1	https://www.mturk.com/	

Table 6. A sub-set of contextual features from Heartsteps (Smith et al. 2017) lead to a large number 
of situations for only one user. 

Location Time-of-Day Weather 
(Intended Location) 

Home Morning Outdoor 
Office Lunch Indoor 
Other Afternoon Outdoor Snowing 

 Evening  
 After Dinner  
Total number of situations = 3 * 5  * 3 = 45 
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heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task” 

(Estellés-Arolas and González-Ladrón-de-Guevara 2012).  

Our work exploits this potential for crowdsourcing to write high-quality health promotion 

messages, thereby allowing scalable generation of messages. Our high-level goal is to design a 

system that can generate a tailored message library, using crowdsourcing, to support long-term 

and contextual behavior change that is personalized to the user and leverages the well-

established principles of writing content for motivating behavior change.  

In this paper, we draw on the health communication and crowdsourcing literature to build a 

crowdsourcing system that generates high-quality messages for behavior change applications. 

We present the results from a study that we conducted to investigate the use of the 

crowdsourcing system we designed for a hypothetical mobile intervention. Our intended 

application encourages people to walk more. Our main hypothesis is that crowd-workers can 

generate messages that are close in quality to those generated by experts. Our secondary 

hypothesis is that crowd-workers can generate high-quality messages at a lower cost than 

experts. While support for context-aware interventions is a primary motivator for the work in this 

chapter, we would like to note that this study doesn’t evaluate the use of crowd-sourcing for 

context-aware applications. 

We conducted a blind evaluation using two experts to assess the quality and cost of physical 

activity promotion messages generated by crowd-workers compared to those generated by 

experts. Overall, we found that crowd-messages were as good as expert-messages in 65% of the 

cases. Moreover, we found that the per-message cost for crowd-messages was about 15% less 

than the per-message cost of experts. 

Related work 

Message Tailoring 

Tailored messages sent to mobile phones have been found to be effective for improving a range 

of health behaviors, including physical activity, medication adherence and weight loss (Wei, 

Hollin, and Kachnowski 2011; Kreuter et al. 2013). Health communication researchers have 
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highlighted ways to make messages effective, such as tailoring messages in terms of gain vs. loss 

framing (Ledford 2012) and supporting participant autonomy (Ryan and Deci 2000).  

For more than a decade, health researchers have used individually tailored interventions to 

support a wide range of behavior changes, including a large number focusing on physical activity 

(Kroeze, Werkman, and Brug 2006; Bull, Kreuter, and Scharff 1999). Tailored messages are 

linked to increased recipient attention, perceived message relevance and perceived message 

salience (Kreuter et al. 2013). Before eHealth and telemedicine, tailoring techniques were used 

with print-based health behavior change interventions. As the internet became popular, 

communicating via email became a more effective way of reaching out to recipients. This trend 

continued with the proliferation of mobile phones driving the researcher to use more dynamic 

features such as stage of change, the day of the week, and specific user preferences to tailor 

motivational messages that are sent to the users’ mobile phones (Morandi and Serafin 2007). 

More recently, tailoring has taken advantages of varied theoretical perspectives such as Self-

Determination Theory as well as personality factors such as decision-making style, and 

communication preferences such as autonomous communication, associated with a “pull” tone, 

and directive communication, associated with a “push” tone (Resnicow et al. 2014). Real-time 

tailoring of physical activity behavior change messages is an emerging area and can leverage 

techniques in user modeling and machine learning (Akker, Jones, and Hermens 2014; op den 

Akker et al. 2015). 

Tailored physical activity promotion interventions that aim to be used over the long term often 

require a large number of messages to support the user. Researchers may use tailoring systems 

(The Michigan Tailoring System (MTS) n.d.) to automatically create a large number of messages 

by using rule-based templates created by experts. Such rules use generic templates and 

conditional statements to generate a final message. Given a template such as “You want to feel 

more ___, maybe try walking outside,” a naïve rule could then be: If the user’s goal is “to feel 

more energetic” then fill the blank in a given template to be “energetic.” However, such reliance 

on templates makes the messages very similar, with little variety, and hence they are likely to be 

perceived as monotonous. Moreover, because of their reliance on expert-generated templates, 

these systems can only cover a limited range of topics for which rules are set. 
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Crowdsourcing Systems 

A crowdsourcing system, TurKit (Little et al. 2010) introduced the idea of using crowd-workers 

as part of algorithms such as iteratively improving the description of photos. Researchers are 

taking advantage of crowdsourcing as a practical platform to accomplish micro-tasks (i.e. small 

units of work that contribute towards a larger goal) (Cheng et al. 2015). Crowdsourcing of 

micro-tasks has been applied to problems in diverse crowdsourced applications, including those 

that require a short return time, such as copy editing (Bernstein et al. 2010), A/B testing (Kohavi 

et al. 2009), taxonomy creation (Chilton et al. 2013), and writing behavior change messages (de 

Vries et al. 2016). The prevalence of crowdsourced work structures (Difallah et al. 2015) enables 

teams of people to complete large tasks in piecemeal fashion and to do it at times that are 

convenient for the workers. Crowdsourcing systems that use micro-tasks perform better than 

those that use larger, more comprehensive tasks in terms of quality and ease, and they also 

support recovery from interruption (Cheng et al. 2015). Moreover, micro-tasks can be designed 

to be more efficient by limiting the amount of information involved and providing workers with 

actionable steps (Cheng et al. 2015).  

Researchers have studied the use of crowdsourcing for writing tasks such as proofreading 

(Bernstein et al. 2010), writing prose (Kittur et al. 2011), story-writing (Kim, Cheng, and 

Bernstein 2014) and theory-based message-writing (de Vries et al. 2016). Soylent (Bernstein et 

al. 2010) used crowdsourced micro-tasks to accomplish common writing tasks including 

providing suggestions, shortening text, and proofreading. CrowdForge (Kittur et al. 2011) 

showed that high-quality writing can be done by workers completing tasks such as outlining, 

fact-gathering and simple prose writing. The authors of Ensemble (Kim, Cheng, and Bernstein 

2014) found that assigning specific writing roles to workers, based on their writing skills, 

produces better content. MicroWriter divides the writing process into three stages of idea 

generation, clustering ideas and writing paragraphs from related ideas (Teevan, Iqbal, and Von 

Veh 2016). 

Crowdsourcing systems have also been studied for the purpose of eliciting structured feedback 

from crowd-workers for creative tasks such as generating visual designs and improving the user 

experience of visual interfaces.  In Voyant, Xu et al. (2014) showed that paid non-expert crowd-
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workers can generate structured feedback on visual designs by breaking down the feedback 

process into micro-tasks such as identifying first-noticed elements, sharing impressions, and 

judging how well the designers reached their goals and followed visual design guidelines (Xu, 

Huang, and Bailey 2014). Other researchers used a rubric-based approach to elicit high-quality 

design critiques (Yuan et al. 2016; Luther et al. 2015). Expert-generated rubrics helped novice 

crowd workers provide feedback on visual designs that was rated as valuable as that of experts 

(Yuan et al. 2016). We apply insights gained from these studies to writing short messages 

tailored to promote health behavior changes. 

Crowdsourcing services have been used to provide empathetic reappraisal to individuals 

experiencing stressful thoughts or situations that could affect emotional health (Morris and 

Picard 2012). Providing domain knowledge understanding of a topic helped crowd-workers to 

generate better responses. Moreover higher-quality messages are produced by crowd-workers 

when they are provided with brief guidelines that include criteria for quality messages and 

general behavior change theory (Morris and Picard 2012). Related to health communication, 

researchers used TTM to guide online crowd-workers on Mechanical Turk to generate messages 

tailored to the stage of change (de Vries et al. 2016). Following the generation of messages, the 

authors conducted an evaluation with another set of crowd-workers to assess whether people 

perceived these messages as motivating. They found that the messages tailored to a given stage 

of change were in fact more motivational than messages that were not. The work suggests the 

feasibility of a crowdsourcing approach to generate physical activity promotion messages. In this 

paper, we conduct a quantitative assessment of crowd-generated messages in comparison to 

expert generated messages, to verify the claim that crowd-workers can generate quality 

messages. 

System Design 

At a high level, the crowdsourcing system we designed leverages crowd workers to first generate many 
messages, then filter the messages based on their ratings, and then fix any grammar problems in the 

messages ( 
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Figure 9). The proposed approach is an iterative crowd algorithm (Little et al. 2010). Our 

assumption is that even if only a small percentage of worker responses are of high quality and we 

can identify those high quality messages, it will still be possible to build a scalable pipeline.   

 Crowdsourcing systems depend on the quality of crowd-worker responses. To elicit high-quality 

responses careful consideration must be given to the design of the task. The task’s structure and 

content can cause drastic differences in how crowd-workers respond (Kittur 2010). We designed 

our crowdsourcing tasks to be brief and to encourage workers to follow guidelines based on best 

practices for persuasive health communication. 

We chose 140 characters as the maximum length of the messages, a limit followed by users on 

many platforms, such as Twitter. This limit also satisfies the 160-character limit of Short 

Message Service (SMS) messages. Short messages also limit the duration of the crowdsourcing 

task. Shorter duration tasks are perceived as being more approachable and incentivize crowd-

workers to keep messages concise, preventing over-zealous responses (Bernstein et al. 2010).   

To better guide a crowd writer to connect messages to key aspects of a person’s life, such as that 

person’s roles and goals (Resnicow et al. 2008), we created hypothetical participants in a 

message-based intervention. More specifically, we started with a persona (Figure 10) that has the 

following content: age, picture of the person, marital status, roles in life (e.g. father, office 

worker, etc.), and goals in life such as spending more time with family. 

We provided writing tips, as shown in Figure 10, based on key principles of Self-Determination 

Theory (Ryan and Deci 2000) and Health Communications Theory. First, we offered a tip to 

avoid overly directive messages. Overly directive messages are linked to a sense of loss of 

control or resistance by the reader and hence not recommended by experts. We therefore 

 
 

Figure 9. Steps of the crowdsourcing pipeline. Each step is performed by a unique set of crowd workers. 
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included a tip about framing the message as a question or a gentle challenge, rather than as a 

command. Second, we counselled against overselling. Overselling is counterproductive; we 

therefore included a tip nudging the crowd-worker to "not oversell” and instead use tentative 

language. Lastly, we nudged the worker to incorporate individual characteristics such as roles 

and goals to write better messages (Resnicow et al. 2008). Each tip contained a short sentence 

such as “Try not to oversell,” accompanied by two examples, one recommended and the other 

not recommended.  

In the following section, we describe the stages of the pipeline and how it works in practice.  

Generate Task 

The Generate task presents the worker with task instructions, a persona, and tips. The worker is 

requested to generate three messages that will motivate the persona to walk more. It also 

provides message-writing tips as discussed in the previous section. The system prompts workers 

 

Figure 10. The message-generation task consisted of a hypothetical person created for the task and message writing 
tips. 
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to generate three messages per task instance at an incentive of $0.16 per message, keeping the 

average hourly wage at about $10 as recommended by others (Williamson 2016).  

Rate Task 

The Rate task shows the persona, tips, and a set of messages created in the Generate task. The 

Rate task instructs the worker to rate the overall quality of messages on a scale from 0 to 10, with 

0 being poor and 10 being excellent. Each worker is asked to rate at most 13 messages per task, 

and each message is presented to at least five workers who each give independent ratings. We 

select the best messages based on the overall score, calculated from the mean of workers’ 

ratings. Additionally, each message is accompanied by a checkbox that asks if the message 

requires grammatical cleanup. 

As a quality check, 1 of the 13 messages in the rating task was selected from a set of low-quality 

crowd messages received from initial experiments. The writers of these messages ignored the 

writing instructions, making the messages of significantly lower quality. These low quality 

 
Figure 11. The Rate Task asked crowd workers to rate the overall quality of messages on a scale of 0-10. The task 
showed the same tips that were shown to the message writers in the Generate task. Crowd workers also marked the 

grammatical correctness of each message. 
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messages were included as a way to screen for “cheat submissions,” or task submissions where 

workers did not make a good faith effort to complete the task conscientiously (Eickhoff and 

Vries 2013). We discarded the “cheat” responses that rated the quality-check message 

incorrectly. We then assigned additional workers to make up for the lost responses. 

Fix-Grammar task 

From the set of top-rated messages, if a message was marked by a minimum of two workers as 

“Grammar needs fixing,” we requested five additional workers to improve the message by fixing 

any grammatical errors without changing the content of the message. Subsequently, we requested 

another set of five workers to choose the best amongst the set of fixed messages.  

Evaluation of Quality 

To evaluate the quality of the crowd-generated messages, we asked experts to blindly rate the 

quality of crowd-generated as well as against those created by other experts (Figure 13). 

Moreover, we used poorly rated messages created by the crowd and non-expert messages as 

controls.  In the following paragraphs, we describe the evaluation process. The evaluation 

addressed two questions: 

• How does the quality of crowd-generated messages compare with expert-generated 

ones as judged by experts? 

• How does the cost and duration of crowd-tasks compare to that of experts? 

 

Figure 12. The two Fix-Grammar Tasks: a) fix the grammar b) choose the best amongst the given candidates. 
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Message Generation 

We used AMT to recruit crowd-workers. The crowd pipeline consisted of three tasks as 

described in the previous section: Generate, Rate and Grammar-Fix. The system also used  

automated processes that manage the beginning and completion of each task, as well as 

marshalling messages between stages of the pipeline.. We constructed five personas that cover 

multiple demographics and a range of roles and goals. For instance, one of the personas was 

Charles, a 48-year-old African-American male (Figure 10). We describe him as married with 

two kids—“being a good father and a husband is really important to him”—and his goal is “ to 

feel more confident about his appearance.” The other four personas varied in their demographics 

and included diverse roles and goals including feeling more in control, being there for friends 

and family, staying independent, feel more disciplined, feel more energetic, feeling strong, and 

being successful at work. 

For the Generate step, we received responses from 49 unique workers. They wrote a total of 300 

messages (60 messages for each persona). The cost of generating 60 messages was $13.40. The 

average time taken for each Generate Task (to generate three messages) was 220 seconds. 

Confirming our assumptions about worker effort, the average hourly wage for the workers was 

found to be $10.10. Workers also provided their demographic information and education level. 

They described themselves as having at least a high school education, with 47% being college 

graduates. 

For the Rate step, we received responses from 40 unique workers. There was no overlap with 

workers who wrote the messages. We received a total of 1,500 message ratings, giving us five 

ratings for each message (n=300). The total cost of rating all the messages was $9.24 per 

persona. The average hourly wage for the workers was $9.60. The average time taken for each 

task (to rate at most 13 messages) by each worker was 263 seconds. The distribution of the 

ratings is presented in Figure 15. 

For the expert evaluation, we selected the top 16 highest rated messages from 60 messages 

generated for each persona, for a total of 16*5= 80 messages. The number was chosen to match 

the number of messages generated by expert writers, as described below. Five messages out of 

the total 80 top messages for all of the five personas required grammatical fixing. These were 
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marked as “Needs fixing” by at least two workers. From the Grammar-Fix tasks, we received 

five new messages for each message at the cost of $0.05 per message. For the select-best-

grammar task, we showed ten workers the “fixed” messages, from which they chose the best one. 

The crowd-workers were paid $0.05 for each set. Finally, the system replaced the original 

message with fixed message selected by the largest number of workers. The total cost for this 

task was $3.50 for all the personas. The average hourly wage for workers was $9.86. 

To summarize, the crowd-sourced message generation system takes a persona as an input and 

returns a ranked list of messages. The tasks completed within a few hours. In the Generate task, 

crowd-workers generate many messages that are then assessed on their quality in the Rate task. 

The system then selects the top 26% messages and leverages additional crowd-workers to check 

the grammatical correctness of the messages. If a message needs fixing, additional crowd-

workers generate alternatives for the given messages, out of which the system selects the best 

one as a replacement for the original.  

In this experiment, we started with five personas and ended up with 16 messages per persona. 

The complete process cost us about $26 per persona. Although we did not restrict crowd-workers 

from completing tasks in multiple stages of the pipeline, we found that each individual stage was 

completed by a unique set of crowd workers. Within individual stages, workers were restricted to 

one task for each persona. On an average, workers wrote messages for 2.04 personas and rated 

messages for 2.88 personas. 
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Expert Message Generation 

To compare crowd-generated messages with expert-generated ones, we hired three expert writers 

to generate messages for the same five personas that were shown to the crowd-workers. The 

writers were recruited from a pool of students who had completed a Master’s program in Public 

Health and had completed a course in health communication within the last couple of years. 

They first attended a one-hour session, conducted by the third author, to help brush up on health 

communication theory relevant to writing good messages. They were then asked to write 

messages for the same mobile health intervention that was shown to the crowd workers and were 

asked to keep track of their time. They each generated five messages for each persona for a total 

of 15 messages per persona (total=75 messages). This resulted in 45 messages per persona, or 

225 messages overall. Finally, 16 messages were randomly selected for each persona for the final 

set of 80 messages. The prompt for the tasks was similar to the prompt for the Generate task 

shown to the crowd-workers, except for the removal of tips, as shown in Figure 14. They were 

paid $30 per hour, as approximated from the average pay received by health communication 

Writers Evaluators 
Crowd-workers 

Experts 
Crowd-workers (Poorly rated) 

Non-experts 
 

Two Experts 
 
 

 
Figure 13. Method of evaluation. First, we asked experts, crowd and lay people to generate 

messages. Then we conducted a blind evaluation with experts. 
 

Figure 14. Expert Generation Task 
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professionals (Salary: Health Communications Specialist n.d.). The three experts spent a total of 

9 hours to write the messages. 

Control Messages 

Although we aimed to compare high-quality lay messages to expert-generated messages, we 

foresaw two problems: first, if all of the messages are of high quality, a rater may tend to 

magnify small differences in the messages or lose sensitivity to the differences; second, if all of 

the messages are of similar quality, a rater may find the task to be uninteresting. Therefore, we 

also took a set of poorly rated messages (handpicked low-rated messages) from the crowd 

messages and a set of lay messages (created by students with no health communication training). 

Following the same task instructions as those shown to the expert writers, we asked graduate 

students from a university department unrelated to health or communication, and with no formal 

health communication training (n=5) to write three messages per persona. From this set of 15 

messages per persona, we randomly selected 4 messages per persona. The prompt presented to 

the “lay” students did not contain health communication tips. We expected the messages created 

by untrained individuals who were not given health communication tips to be of poorer quality 

than the expert-generated messages. 

To summarize, we developed four sets of messages for evaluation: 

• Expert Messages: 80 expert messages (16 per persona) 

• Crowd Messages: 80 high rated crowd messages (16 per persona) 

  
Figure 15. Overall Rating Distribution 
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• Control Messages (Crowd) Messages: 20 low-rated crowd messages (4 per persona) 

• Control Messages (Non-Health Major) Messages: 20 lay messages (4 per persona) 

Blind Evaluation with Experts 

 To compare the quality of the crowd-generated messages to that of the expert-generated 

messages, we conducted a blind evaluation with a different set of experts. The two expert raters 

were health communication practitioners, each having more than 4 years of professional 

experience writing behavior change messages. The expert evaluation task was divided into 

subtasks consisting of 20 messages each (Figure 16) for each persona contained 20 messages 

created for that persona, randomly selected from the sets created above. Each subtask contained 

20 messages created for a single persona persona: eight crowd-generated messages, eight expert-

generated messages, two control messages from the low-rated crowd-generated messages, and 

two control messages from the lay messages. Experts were asked to rate the overall quality of 

each message on a 10-point rating scale. We divided all of the messages (n=200) into 10 batches 

of 20 messages each. The expert evaluators were unaware of who had written the messages and 

how the crowd had rated the messages. 

One expert rated all 200 messages and another expert rated 120 messages (for 3 out of 5 

personas). These numbers were decided by the experts given the amount of time they had 

available. As a result, we received two expert ratings for 120 messages and one expert rating for 

80 messages.  

Figure 16. Expert Evaluation Task 
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Results: Quality and Cost of messages 

Quality of Messages 

Can crowd-workers generate a sufficient number of high-quality physical activity promotion 

messages for a behavior change intervention program? To answer this question, we conducted 

two analyses: first, we compared the mean scores of expert-generated messages and crowd-

generated messages as rated by the two experts; next, we compared the likelihood of producing a 

“good” crowd-generated message to the likelihood of producing a “good” expert-generated 

message at different thresholds. Table 7 provides the mean ratings of two experts for the four 

types of messages. The 1.06 difference in the mean scores of expert messages and crowd 

messages is significant (p=.001) suggesting that overall, expert-generated messages are 

significantly better than crowd-generated messages. We also found that both expert and crowd 

messages were significantly better than the control messages (p<.001). There was no significant 

difference between the two types of control messages. 

We found that the two experts had low agreement (Table 8). The Intra-class Correlation 

Coefficient (ICC) (2,1) coefficient between them was 0.35. We found that only 25% of the 

 METRIC AGREEMENT 
Expert Agreement (within 10%) 25% 

Experts Agreement (within 20%) 43% 

 

Table 8 Agreement between Experts. The percentages represent the number of messages that 
are within the respective percentage of the median 

 Expert Messages Crowd High-
Quality Messages 

Control Messages 
(Crowd) 

Control Messages 
(Non-Expert) 

Expert 1 8.27 7.41 4.67 4.72 
Expert 2 5.71 4.44 1.83 1.45 

Expert (mean) 6.99 5.93 3.25 3.09 
 

Table 7. Comparison between Expert, Crowd, Control-Crowd, and Control-Lay messages on the scores given 
by Expert-1, Expert-2 and their means 
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messages had z-scores within 10% agreement and 43% within 20%. Figure 17 highlights the 

differences in how the four message types were rated by each expert. Such disagreements have 

been observed in other creative crowdsourcing literature where experts disagree over their 

judgment on artifact quality (Noronha, Hysen, Zhang, and Gajos, 2011). In order to deal with 

disagreement, researchers have followed different strategies, such as taking the union of expert 

critiques, evaluating items where experts do agree, or even having only one expert. Rather than 

avoid disagreement, we opted to analyze each expert’s evaluation separately.  

Given a lack of an objective measure of the quality of messages, we defined a criterion based on 

the assumption that at least some expert-generated messages must be of high quality and the 

expert judgment of expert-generated messages must be credible. Intuitively, we would like to set 

a threshold such that messages rated above that threshold are considered “good.” We can then 

compare the number of “good” messages generated by the crowd-workers to those generated by 

the experts by setting the threshold at a given expert score on expert-generated messages. 

Conservatively, we could assume that only the top ten percent of expert-generated messages are 

good. Less conservatively, we could assume that most expert-generated messages (scored above 

or equal to the median) are good. In our analysis, we assess multiple candidate thresholds. 

In Figure 18, we calculate the likelihood of crowd-generated messages being considered good at 

different thresholds. In particular, we examine the percentage of messages that are good at the 

  

Figure 18. Likelihood of expert and crowd messages being good at a given threshold, with 0 being unlikely and 
1 being most likely. The threshold is calculated as the quantile score of the respective expert on expert 

messages.  

 

Figure 17. Box plot of the message ratings by each expert for each message type. Low ratings on some 
expert-generated messages suggests that not all expert messages are useful. 
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quantile score of the respective expert on expert messages. At the median threshold, when the 

threshold rating for being a good message is set as the median rating of expert messages, we 

observe that for the Expert 1, the likelihood of good crowd-generated messages and the 

likelihood of good expert-generated messages are .44 and .73 respectively. That is to say, 

according to Expert 1, 44% of all crow-generated messages and 73% of all expert-generated 

messages were rated above or equal to 8 (i.e. median score of Expert 1 on expert-generated 

messages). For Expert 2, these likelihoods are 0.35 and 0.5 respectively (for a 5.5 (using linear 

interpolation) median score of Expert 2 on expert-generated messages). These numbers indicate 

that at a relatively conservative threshold, the likelihood of generating good messages using the 

crowdsourcing system is between 60% and 70% of the likelihood of generating good messages 

using experts. Following this result, we can calculate and compare the cost of generating good 

messages. 

Cost Analysis of Crowd vs. Experts 

Cost of experts: three expert writers spent nine total hours writing their messages. We calculate 

the cost of experts based on a yearly salary of $52,203 (Salary: Health Communications 

Specialist, 2017). Adding a 22% fringe to this amount, the loaded yearly salary of an expert is 

$62,643. Calculated for a total of 2080 work hours in a year, the average hourly wage for an 

expert is then $30.15. For 9 hours, the cost of an expert would then be $271.35. Experts 

generated 106 messages out of which 80 messages were selected randomly. The total cost of 

having experts write 80 messages was (80/106)*(9*30.15) = $204.79.  

 Number of Good 
Expert Messages  

Expert Message 
Cost 

Number of Good 
Crowd Messages 

Crowd Message 
Cost 

E1 58 $3.53 35 $3.33 
E2 24 $8.53 17 $6.85 

Mean 
Cost 

 $6.03  $5.09 

 

Table 9. Number of good messages at the median threshold and the calculated cost for writing those messages for 
experts and crowd in USD. 
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Cost of crowd: For the crowd, the cost of the pipeline is equal to the sum of the cost of individual 

steps of the pipeline: Generate, Rate and Grammar-Fix. For the Generate step and Rate step, 300 

messages were generated (220 were discarded) at a total cost of $113.20. The total cost of fixing 

the grammar was $3.50.  

To summarize, the total cost of generating 80 messages using expert writers was $204.79, and 

the total cost using the crowdsourcing system was $116.5. Next, we calculate the cost of writing 

“good” messages, where the threshold for these messages is set at a conservative threshold of the 

median score for each expert. Table 9 shows the number of good messages generated by experts 

and by crowd-workers, as rated by Expert 1 and Expert 2 at their respective median thresholds. 

Table 9 also compares the per-good-message cost of expert- and crowd-generated messages, as 

rated by individual experts, as well as their consensus.  

We observe that in all cases, the average cost of generating a good message using the crowd is 

lower than the cost of generating a good message using experts. The per-message cost of expert- 

and crowd-generated messages were $3.53 and $3.33 respectively for Expert 1, and $8.53 and 

$6.85 for Expert 2. The difference in the cost of messages was $0.2 and $1.68 for Expert 1 and 

Expert 2 respectively. The mean difference between the cost of crowd-generated messages and 

expert-generated messages was $0.94, which comes to 15.67% of the mean expert-generated 

message cost ($6).  

To reiterate, the goal of this study was to leverage crowd-workers to generate quality messages 

for a hypothetical intervention. The results demonstrate that a crowdsourcing system can 

generate messages at a 15% lower per-good-message cost than a system that uses expert writers 

(Table 9). Thus, even though the crowdsourcing pipeline generates many more “bad” messages, 

it can successfully generate more “good” messages than experts could at the same cost. 

Discussion 

We designed and evaluated a crowdsourcing system with the goal of producing quality messages 

for a hypothetical behavior change intervention. The system used a process that consisted of 

three main steps: a Generate Task, a Rate Task, and a Fix-Grammar task. Through this system, 
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we were able to direct online crowd-workers to generate high-quality messages for physical 

activity promotion at a lower cost than the estimated cost for experts.  

We conducted a blind evaluation with two experts to assess the quality and cost of crowdsourced 

physical activity promotion messages compared to the quality and cost of expert-generated 

messages. Overall, we found that crowd-generated messages were as good as expert-generated 

messages in 65% of the cases. Moreover, we found that the per-message cost for the messages 

generated by the crowd was about 15% less than the per-message cost of the messages generated 

by experts. Moreover, experts reported feeling fatigued when asked to write many messages 

while the crowd does not get fatigued because it includes a large pool of writers. The results of 

the evaluation indicate that this system may be a promising option for the scalable generation of 

messages for long-running and highly tailored physical activity interventions. 

Although we demonstrated the effectiveness of using crowd-workers to generate high-quality 

messages at a lower cost than experts, the crowdsourcing system that we designed still relies on 

experts’ input to filter good messages from the bad ones. It is worth noting that expert-generated 

messages appear to require curation as well. Our findings indicate that the current system does 

not replace experts but reduces the burden on experts for writing quality health-promotion 

messages.  

Further improvements could make the system even more efficient at generating high-quality 

messages. First, we need to better understand how to integrate crowd-workers into an expert-

driven process. A possible approach would be to ask experts to leverage crowd messages and 

rewrite the messages for a real-world intervention. Insights from this could lead to improving the 

steps of the pipeline. Secondly, although our evaluation gives us an idea of the overall quality of 

the messages, we do not know the rationale that was used in the observed expert judgments. 

Moreover, we observe low agreement between the experts, indicating that individual 

perspectives come into play during the evaluation. We believe that different experts highlight 

different ways in which the messages might be deficient. In ongoing work, we hope to unpack 

this complexity in message evaluation. A rubric-based evaluation might allow us to disaggregate 

the evaluations into dimensions such as the appropriateness of tailoring for a given persona and 

appropriateness of tone (e.g. judgmental, overselling). Evaluating messages in terms of these 
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dimensions may provide us with a better understanding of the characteristics of quality 

messages.  

In addition to the quality of messages, we see other dimensions according to which messages can 

be evaluated. We conjecture that crowd-workers may be better at generating a diverse set of 

messages because of the greater number of ideas generated. Existing techniques that increase the 

generation of creative ideas from crowd workers may further improve the diversity (Siangliulue 

et al. 2015). In the future, we would like to use existing approaches to systematically evaluate the 

diversity of messages generated by the crowdsourcing system, varying the parameters of the 

system. 

Finally, we have yet to compare crowd-generated messages to expert-generated messages in 

terms of their effectiveness at changing behavior. In ongoing research (Smith et al. 2017), we use 

the crowd-sourcing system designed in this study to generate messages for a mobile intervention 

that encourages users to walk more. The results of that research may provide further validation of 

our approach. 

Conclusion 

In this work, we presented a crowd-sourcing system that leverages domain knowledge to guide 

online crowd-workers to write quality messages for physical activity promotion. In a blind 

evaluation, two professionals evaluated the quality of messages written by experts and online 

crowd-workers on a 10-point scale. We found that the per-message cost of using crowd-workers 

was about 15% less than the per-message cost of using experts, showing that the proposed 

crowdsourcing system is more efficient than experts in generating physical activity promotion 

messages. 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 

In Chapter 1, I introduced a high-level architecture for a context-aware system that comprised of 

three steps-  sensor data aggregation, context-management, and intervention generation. This 

dissertation contributes towards improving the latter two stages. In the following paragraphs, I 

will discuss the future work from each of the studies and outline some next steps for researchers 

to further improve our understanding of context-aware systems for physical activity promotion. 

Sweet spots 

The study presented in Chapter 3 provided a phenomenologically grounded account of how 

people make and execute plans for physical activity. The qualitative evidence supports the notion 

of sweet spots to be amenable to computational reasoning. Although we did not build or evaluate 

a computational model of sweet spots, the phenomenological grounded nature of the model 

increases its likelihood to support the creation and execution of planning physical activities. We 

believe that our approach embodies the principles of human-centered design and takes the first 

step towards building better computational models that depend upon an accurate representation 

of human behavior.  

Chapter 3 presented three design implications for a system that supports creation and execution 

of plans for physical activity using the notion of sweet spots: a) suggesting plans based on past 

user behavior, b) monitor the effects of changing contextual conditions to support the execution 

of plans, and c) support reflection on plans that might succeed or fail. As a next step to develop 

these applications, we imagine future researchers to take an iterative, user-centered design and 

research process combining infrastructure development, application development, quantitative 

analysis and modeling, qualitative research, and repeated user studies. Future research may 

consist of two overlapping streams of work. In the technical stream, software components may 

predict sweet spots by estimating the follow-through likelihood of candidate plans for carrying 
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out activities. Prototype applications may be built that use sweet spot prediction to provide 

planning assistance, just-in-time re-planning, and reflection on plan failures to help people better 

incorporate physical activity into their schedules. In the second stream, user studies can be 

conducted to collect data that will be needed to build and validate models, and to evaluate the 

prototype application. In this work, sweet spot prediction would provide benefits for certain 

individuals, but also identify for whom it provides benefits and why. 

While our focus is on physical activity promotion, we believe that the systems that are developed 

could aim to support a range of different regular, time-consuming behaviors, including preparing 

healthy meals, learning a new skill or area of knowledge, spending time with kids or other loved 

ones, or performing self-care activities such as meditation or journaling. 

Heed 

Chapter 4 articulated the design space for Situated Self-Reporting devices and presented the 

design of Heed, an instantiation of SSR devices. Our findings show that Heed devices 

complement smartphones in the coverage of activities, locations and interaction preferences. The 

single-purpose and dedicated location of Heed devices were advantageous in many situations. In 

the future, researchers may explore other dimensions of SSR devices. 

We saw a noticeably higher use of Heed devices among participants who made an effort to 

decrease their smartphone use in their daily life.  

Our findings strengthen our claim that SSR devices are more suitable for people who are inclined 

to reduce their smartphone, use such as parents on behalf of their children, or elders. However, 

we cannot be conclusive about such claims without providing empirical evidence. Future studies 

exploring the use of SSR devices may be used to achieve better self-reporting behavior from 

specific populations.  

We also note that Heed devices only hint at the potential of creating personalized self-reporting 

devices. We can imagine many possibilities that are worth exploring; for instance, a plate may be 

augmented with low-cost touch sensors (Zhang, Laput, and Harrison 2017) to help the user track 
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their food. We imagine that creating a wide range of self-reporting tools would make it easier for 

ESM researchers to choose the appropriate tools based on their study needs. Such a toolkit will 

continue to evolve with new technologies and new opportunities to embed sensors in customized 

objects.  

Most studies exploring the use of self-reporting tools focus on quantitative results. We 

recommend that researchers further delve into the qualitative data to extract nuanced user 

perceptions of self-reporting devices. 

Crowd-generated messages 

Chapter 5 shows that crowd-workers can write to write high-quality messages for a physical 

activity promotion intervention. At the end of the chapter, we outlined a few ways in which the 

quality of messages maybe further improved, in addition to improving the messages along other 

dimensions such as diversity of messages. We also noted that a real-world evaluation is 

necessary for validating a crowdsourcing approach to generate messages for applications.  

A context-aware system may leverage improvements of a crowd-sourcing system. However, for 

the system to scale to many users and many situations, it will have to rely on automated 

approaches. A useful stream of research that may use NLP to generate messages in real-time for 

the user. For instance, a system may do this by automatically generating message templates from 

a corpus of crowdsourced messages. The templates may further map to the various situations that 

a user may find herself in. It may also leverage crowd-workers to generate more messages when 

necessary. For instance, the new situations may arise when the user's context changes due to 

factors such as changing seasons or travels.  

With enough training data, advanced machine learning approaches may calculate the likelihood 

of a message to cause physical activity in the dynamically changing context of the user. Such 

opportunities also highlight the need for research that examines negative consequences from the 

use of such tools. For instance, personalized messages may be used to affect behaviors that may 

be bad for the user, either in the long-term or unknowingly in the short-term. 
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The goal of an intervention generator varies based on the intended application. While messages 

are a widely used type of intervention, some applications for physical activity promotion may 

require other forms of interventions. For instance, a personal informatics application may present 

visualizations for reflection. Or a motivational intervention may present the user with photos or 

videos. Future research may look at exploring the potential of using crowdsourcing to improve 

other forms of interventions as well. 

Conclusion 

The primary contribution of this dissertation is in providing guidelines for researchers and 

designers of systems that promote physical activity. We first present the notion of sweet spots 

that account for the converging contextual factors, providing a novel and useful perspective 

bridge the gap between phenomenological and positivist perspectives of context to provide 

computational support to the planning and execution of physical activities. Secondly, we present 

our contribution towards the design of data collection tools for gathering behavioral data from 

participants. This can then be used to design better context-aware applications for physical 

activity promotion. We designed the Heed system comprising of portable light-weight single 

purpose self-report devices that lower the burden of self-reporting in specific contexts. Finally, 

we explore the use of crowdsourcing systems to generate personalized content for context-aware 

applications in a scalable way. We designed a crowdsourcing system that leverages domain 

knowledge to write personalized behavior change messages for large-scale context-aware 

applications. The system can generate physical activity promotion messages in a more cost-

efficient manner than experts. 

Building real-world applications for physical activity promotion is challenging because of the 

extreme diversity in contextual conditions and user characteristics. This thesis contributes 

towards three important but unexplored areas: 1) building behavior models amenable to 

computational reasoning, 2) designing better tools to improve our understanding of human 

behavior, and 3) developing new applications that scale existing effective ways of achieving 

behavior change. We believe that improvements in these areas will support researchers and 

designers to build context-aware systems that are effective in promoting physical activity in their 

users. 
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